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(ABSTRACT) 

The problem called debt overhang has recently been observed in international financial re- 

lations between a sovereign country and foreign commercial banks. The term “debt overhang” ex- 

presses the situation where a sovereign country has borrowed money from foreign banks and has 

been unable to fulfill the scheduled repayments for some time. We formulate this problem as a 

noncooperative game with the lender banks as players where each decides either to sell its loan ex- 

posure to the debtor country at the present price of debt on the secondary market, or to wait and 

keep its exposure. 

We propose two approaches: a one-period approach (Chapter II), and a direct dynamic ap- 

proach (Chapter III). In the one-period approach, we consider a representative period, while in the 

dynamic approach, the whole dynamics is directly considered. Both approaches are consistent and 

complementary in that the first approach considers the effect of a large number of banks, and the 

second approach captures the dynamic nature of the problem. 

In the one-period approach, we consider the behavior of many banks. In the model with n 

lender banks, there are many pure and mixed strategy Nash equilibria. However we show that in 

any equilibrium, the resulting secondary market price remains almost the same as the present price 

when the number of banks is large. In addition, we discuss the structure of the set of Nash 

equilibria. 

The second approach is a direct dynamic formalization of the same problem with two creditor 

banks. We show that in the dynamic game there exist three types of subgame perfect equilibria 

with the property called the time continuation. We consider the relationships between the 

equilibria of the dynamic game and those of the one-period approach and show that the one-period 
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approach does not lose much of the dynamic nature of the problem. In every equilibrium, each 

bank waits in every period with high probability, and this probability is close to 1 when the interest 

rate is small. If the price function of debt is approximated by some homogeneous function for large 

values of debt, then the central equilibrium probability becomes almost stationary in the long run. 

The stationary probability is relatively high as long as the interest rate is low. 

Finally, in Chapter IV, we consider the duration of debt overhang with two lender banks. 

We show that the equilibrium duration of debt overhang converges to a constant when the length 

of a subperiod tends to zero. The constant is large when the degree of homogeneity of the price 

function is high. When the degree of the homogeneity is low, the constant is close to In 2/ In £?, 

where f is the annual interest factor. 

These results as a whole are interpreted as a tendency for the problem of debt overhang to 

persist over a long time. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

The lending by commercial banks to foreign countries has been present in the world economy 

for a long time. Recently, however, we have observed new features in the international lending. 

In the 1970s and early 1980s many less developed countries (LDCs) borrowed very large amounts 

of money from foreign commercial banks. A number of these countries have experienced difficul- 

ties in meeting the payments schedules to which they had originally agreed. Various observers have 

begun to speak of a debt crisis of an unprecedented scale, one which might shake the financial 

system of the world. 

The trend towards increased debt started when OPEC quadrupled the world price of oil in 

1973. On one hand, many LDCs relied on imported oil, and their balance of trade turned sharply 

to a deficit. On the other hand, commercial banks were flush with the OPEC nations’ huge dollar 

deposits generated by the increased earnings from oil sales, so called petrodollars. The banks helped 

to recycle the deposits of their OPEC customers into loans to the deficit LDCs. At the time the 

loans were made, the developing country borrowers appeared to be reasonable credit risks. The 

prices of their export commodities were high, and no one forecast the global recession that occured 
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in the early 1980s. Creditor banks fully expected the loans to be repaid out of the borrowers’ export 

earnings. 

A doubling of energy prices in 1979 led to a further increase in LDC debt. The severe world 

recession that began in 1981 reduced demand for the exports of many LDCs. At the same time, 

the interest payments on their debt increased due to a rising dollar interest rate. Furthermore, 

wasteful government spending and lavish consumption splurges occured in a number of debtor 

countries. As a result of these factors many LDCs could not make their payments. 

The lender banks had no choice but to reschedule the debt repayments. In summer 1982, 

Mexico (after Brazil the world’s largest LDC debtor) notified its lenders that it could no longer meet 

previously scheduled payments on its external debt. Since Brazil, Argentina, and other debtors were 

practically in the same situation as Mexico, the lenders feared that Mexico’s default might be fol- 

lowed by others. To avoid the chain reaction of defaults which could cause a widespread banking 

crisis, the lender banks were virtually forced to reschedule the debts. 

In 1984, the debt situation became a little more optimistic. The world economy experienced 

exceptional growth which also improved the position of the debtor countries. Since then, there 

was much less fear of a collapse of the international financial system. However, the debt problem 

still remained, and in the case of many countries it became even worse than in early 1980s. The 

situation of these debtor countries who are unable to maintain their repayments is called debt 

overhang. 

To understand the nature of the debt overhang it is necessary to keep in mind specific features 

of international lending that are different from domestic lending. Unlike the case of domestic 

lending, international loan contracts are not enforcable in court, as a sovereign country cannot be 

taken to court by a foreign bank. Nonetheless, there are three main costs to the debtor country 

who unilaterally refuses to meet its debt obligations.! 

The first cost of a country’s default on debts is the seizure of assets. The creditors of a sover- 

eign defaulter may be able to persuade their governments to seize any of the debtor’s assets located 

1 See, for example, Krugman and Obstfeid (1988). 
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in their jurisdiction. These could include the foreign reserves of the defaulting country’s central 

bank, foreign assets owned by the defaulting country’s private citizens, or even goods in interna- 

tional trade owned by the debtor and crossing creditors’ borders. 

The second possible cost of a default is the exclusion from future borrowing. A country that 

has defaulted would be excluded from the international capital market, at least for several years. 

Once a country has already defaulted on previous debts, prospective lenders will be unwilling to 

believe promises that it will abide by the terms of new loan contracts. Further, even if a sovereign 

defaulter did succeed in getting a loan abroad, its existing creditors would try to seize the new funds. 

Therefore a defaulting LDC would no longer be able to draw on foreign savings to develop profit- 

able investment opportunities, and all domestic investment would have to be financed from the 

meager supply of domestic savings. In addition, the country would lose the flexibility to borrow 

abroad for smoothing the consumption and investment in the face of temporary fluctuations in its 

real income. Sharper booms and busts would impose economic costs and might also threaten 

country’s political stability. 

The third and most serious cost of default is the reduction of the gains from international trade. 

As a consequence of the first two, sovereign defaulters could find their ability to engage in interna- 

tional trade severely curtailed. The debtor-country goods involved in international trade would be 

subject to seizure whenever they crossed a creditor’s border. Furthermore, a defaulter’s exclusion 

from the international capital market might leave it unable to obtain trade credits abroad or even 

to maintain checking accounts in foreign banks (since these accounts could be seized). Since the 

LDC’s dependence on international trade is very high, the defaulter’s inability to trade would be 

very costly. 

Although the international loan contracts are not enforcable in court, the existence of costs of 

a sovereign’s default may guarantee the implementation of the implicit contractual agreement be- 

tween a sovereign country and a foreign bank. Since the costs of a country’s default are usually 

higher than the gains from complying with the loan contract, it is in the interest of the debtor to 
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be willing to repay the debts. The debtor’s “willingness to repay” is the factor which supports 

international lending without the presence of any court.? 

Nevertheless, the economic situation of a debtor country may prevent the full repayment of 

debts even when the country has the willingness to repay. This has been a characteristic feature 

of the debt crisis in the 1980s. The difficult economic situation of indebted LDCs caused the ap- 

pearance of a secondary market for debts. On the market, the sovereign debts are traded by lender 

banks and other financial institutions, and each dollar of debt is priced much below one. 

For instance, in the case of Argentina the price of one dollar of debt was 64¢ in 1986 and 26¢ 

in 1988; and in the case of Mexico, the price was 60¢ in 1986 and 52¢ in 1988.3 Trade on the sec- 

ondary market means that if a lender sells its loan exposure to some other financial institution at 

the price, say 26¢, then the lender obtains 26% of the face value of its loan exposure and gives up 

the remaining 74%, while the other institution will take over the nght to the total loan. 

The secondary market has undergone some changes since its initiation.* While at the beginning, 

the debtor country was excluded from trade, currently it could be a possible buyer of its debts on 

the secondary market in addition to the lender banks and other financial institutions. The trade 

between the debtor country and a lender bank at the price, say 26¢ again, on the secondary market 

is regarded as a 74% forgiveness, since the lender recoups 26% of its money and the country is not 

indebted to this particular lender any more. 

Since it is in the interest of the debtor country to resolve its debt overhang problem, the 

country could use the secondary market to buy back its debts. The debtor country might be able 

to afford the buyback, because the secondary market prices are already very low.5 For such a 

buyback to take place, however, it is necessary that the lender banks decide to sell their exposures 

2 See, for example, Eaton, Gersovitz and Stiglitz (1986). 

3 See, for example, Huizinga (1989, p.37). 

4 For historical and institutional description of the secondary markets for debts, see, for example, Sachs and 
Huizinga (1987), Huizinga (1989, pp.5-8), and Hajivassiliou (1989). 

5 For example, in 1987/88 Bolivia bought its debts from commercial banks at 6¢ and 11¢ per $1. 
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to the debtor country. The recent history shows that only few debtors partially succeeded in buying 

back their debts. Therefore the debt overhang problem remains almost unchanged. 

Many proposals for the resolution of the debt overhang problem have been considered. (cf. 

Versluysen (1989)). Some of them, for example the Baker and Brady Plans, have been imple- 

mented to a certain extent, but did not solve the problem.* Many other proposals still remain in the 

discussion stage. For any kind of resolution, however, it is first necessary to understand the nature 

of the debt overhang. 

We can find several attempts to investigate some problems related to the phenomenon of debt 

overhang. Most of the literature on the debt overhang has been dedicated to the problem of bar- 

gaining over debt reduction between the debtor countries and their lender banks. For example, 

Bulow and Rogoff (1986) have analyzed a model in which renegotiation of the loan contracts is an 

essential part of the lending process. They use an alternating offers model of bargaining developed 

by Rubinstein (1982) to explain negotiated partial defaults and repeated rescheduling. Fernandez 

and Kaaret (1988) have examined the effect that reputational considerations may have on negoti- 

ations. They model a situation where one country borrowed money from two banks, one big and 

one small. Adopting the Nash bargaining solution, they investigated possible agreements on the 

debt reduction. Another reputational approach has been provided by Armendariz de Aghion (1990) 

in a bargaining model with two countries and one lender bank. She discusses the commercial 

banks’ reputation for being tough bargainers in the renegotiation process. Thus these authors 

consider bargaining between a borrowing country or countries and a lender bank or banks over the 

size of debt repayments, given the existing situation of debt overhang. 

The bargaining over debt reduction between a debtor country and lender banks certainly is 

important. However, in many cases, a debtor country has borrowed money from many foreign 

banks at the same time. For example, in 1985 Bolivia held loans from about 125, Argentina from 

370, and Mexico from 700 banks.’ In the case where the number of participating lender banks is 

large, it is hard to expect free collective (or multilateral) bargaining to take place, because it would 

6 See, for example, Kenen (1990), or Sachs (1990). 

7 See, for example, Bouchet (1987), p.75. 
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involve high communication and transaction costs and each bank has some other options, e.g., not 

to participate in the bargaining, but wait for a change induced by the bargaining of others. This 

does not necessarily exclude the possibility of bilateral bargaining between a country and an indi- 

vidual bank (or a small number of countries and banks). Typical models of bargaining should be 

regarded as such a case. Nevertheless, when the number of banks is large, the opportunity of selling 

debts on the secondary market gives an important outside option to each creditor. 

In this dissertation, we investigate the nature of the debt overhang problem from a game the- 

oretical viewpoint. We view the existence of debt overhang as a result of a game of banks to recoup 

their money from the debtor country through the secondary market transactions. In the game, each 

bank has to decide either to sell its loan exposure to the country at the secondary market price or 

to wait and keep its exposure. 

There are some incentives for the banks to wait as well as to sell. When many banks sell their 

loan exposures and the country’s debt becomes smaller by paying the discounted amount of the 

loan exposures, the secondary market price of the next period may become higher. If this is the 

case, the banks who wait may receive a higher payoff by the increased price, which implies that the 

banks may have some incentives to wait. When no bank sells, the total outstanding debt increases 

with the accrued interest. In this case, the price of debt may fall, which implies that there are some 

incentives for the banks to sell. These two opposite tendences balance in equilibrium. 

Therefore we have a dynamic situation which influences the behavior of many creditor banks. 

In modelling that situation, we face a trade-off between the direct dynamic representation and the 

large number of banks. To give a faithfull game theoretical description of the problem, we propose 

two approaches. 

The first one is a one-period or static approach to capture the effect of a large number of banks. 

In the second approach, we model the dynamics directly, but restrict the number of banks to two, 

sacrificing the insight into the behavior of a large number of banks given by the static approach. 

Thus both approaches are complementary, and they should be interpreted as a whole. 

The one-period approach is presented in Chapter I]. We formulate the problem of debt 

overhang as a noncooperative game of n lender banks where each decides either to sell its loan ex- 
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posure to the debtor country at the present price of debt on the secondary market, or to wait and 

sell its exposure in the next period. There are many pure and mixed strategy Nash equilibria in this 

game. However, we show that in any Nash equilibrium, the resulting secondary market price re- 

mains almost the same as the present price when the number of banks is large. Equivalently, the 

total outstanding debt of the country remains almost unchanged. When the distribution of loan 

exposures is relatively equal, our result gives the prediction that the proportion of banks selling is 

approximated by the interest rate. When the loan exposures are unequal, one of the results states 

that in a mixed strategy equilibrium, the banks with smaller loan exposures have higher probabili- 

ties of selling than the banks with larger loan exposures. Therefore the previous prediction is ad- 

justed so that the proportion of banks selling may exceed the interest rate. 

The dynamic approach is described in Chapter III. In this chapter, we specify the problem as 

an infinite horizon game with two banks as players where each bank decides in every period either 

to sell its loan exposure to the debtor country at the present secondary market price, or to wait and 

keep its exposure to the next period. We show that the dynamic game has three types of subgame 

perfect equilibria with the property called time continuation. By “time continuation” we mean that 

the game of the present period can be viewed as the result of some previous periods so that the 

extensions of the equilibria of the present game give positive realization probabilities to the present 

game. The three types of equilibria are called central, alternating and mutating. Each equilibrium 

is very similar to the unique central equilibrium in the sense that the probabilities of a bank waiting 

are determined by similar formulas and take similar values. Therefore the average attainable payoffs 

are almost uniquely determined. 

We compare the equilibria of the dynamic game of Chapter III with those of the one-period 

game of Chapter II. To make this comparison, we construct a sequence of the mixed strategy 

equilibria for the one-period games describing the situation of banks in the sequence of the re- 

spective periods. This sequence of equilibria coincides with the central equilibrium of the dynamic 

game. That is, we have a decomposition property of the dynamic game into the games of one pe- 

riod, since all equilibria of the dynamic game are similar to the unique central equilibrium. Thus 

the one-period approach of Chapter II does not lose much of the dynamic nature of the problem. 
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In Chapter IV, we modify the dynamic game of Chapter III to investigate the duration of the 

debt overhang. Again, we restrict our considerations to only two banks, since the dynamics with 

many banks are too complex. The modified game has the same type of equilibria as the original 

dynamic game of Chapter III. Since lender banks are instanteneous decision makers, the length 

of a period of thegame should be regarded as short or almost zero. In Chapter IV, we show that 

if the price function is homogeneous, then the expected equilibrium duration of the debt overhang 

becomes almost constant when the length of a period tends to zero. The constant limit duration 

of the debt overhang with two lender banks is long when the degree of homogeneity of the price 

function is high. When the degree of the homogeneity is low, the constant is close to In 2/ In £?, 

where f is the annual interest factor. Therefore the problem of debt overhang may exist for a long 

tume. 
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Chapter II 

A Game Theoretical Approach to the International 

Debt Overhang 

This chapter has been written jointly with professor Mamoru Kaneko, 
Department of Economics, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 

University, Blacksburg, VA 24061. 

1. Introduction 

The “debt overhang” has recently been observed in international financial relations between 

sovereign countries and foreign commercial banks. The term “debt overhang” expresses the situ- 

ation where a sovereign country has borrowed money from foreign banks and has been unable to 

fulfill the scheduled repayments for some period. The existence of the debt overhang is a serious 

problem for the debtor country, which keeps the country in a depressed economic situation and 

prevents it from growing. The debtor country should reduce its debt to have an access to the 

international financial market, which is necessary for its economic growth. Many proposals for 
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resolution of the debt overhang have been discussed (cf. Versluysen (1989)).8 For any kind of re- 

solution, however, first it is necessary to understand the nature of the debt overhang. The present 

chapter investigates this problem from the game theoretical viewpoint. 

Before describing the details of our game theoretical investigation, we explain the economic 

background of the problem of debt overhang. The debt overhang is closely related to the presence 

of the secondary market for debts. The secondary market has emerged as a result of the countries’ 

economic inability to make full repayments. On the market, loan exposures are traded by lender 

banks and other financial institutions; and each dollar of debt is priced much below one. For in- 

stance, in the case of Bolivia, the price of one dollar of debt was 5¢ in 1985 and 6¢ in 1986; and in 

the case of Peru, it was 19¢ in 1986 and 6¢ in 1988. Trade on the secondary market means that if 

a lender sells its loan exposure to some other financial institution at the price, say 5¢, then the lender 

obtains 5% of the lent money and gives up remaining 95%, but the other institution will take over 

the nght to the loan. 

It is especially important in this dissertation to remark that currently, the debtor country could 

be a possible buyer of debts on the secondary market in addition to banks and other financial in- 

stitutions; while at the beginning of the secondary market, the debtor was excluded from trade.’ 

The trade between a debtor country and a lender bank (debt buyback) at the price, say 5¢ again, 

on the secondary market is regarded as 95% forgiveness, since the lender recoups 5% of its loan, 

and the country is not indebted any more. Lender banks have given up the possibility of recouping 

There are several attempts to investigate some problems related to the phenomenon of debt overhang. 

They focus mainly on the bargaining over debt reduction between the country and the banks. For ex- 

ample, Fernandez and Kaaret (1988) considered a situation where one country borrowed money from two 

banks, one big and one small. Adopting the Nash bargaining solution, they investigate possible agree- 

ments on debt reduction. Fernandez and Rosenthal (1989) and Bulow and Rogoff (1986) provided dif- 

ferent bargaining models with one country and one bank. Thus those authors considered bargaining over 

repayments between a borrowing country and a lending bank or banks, given the existing situation of debt 

overhang. 

For historical and institutional description of the secondary markets for debts, see, for example, Sachs and 

Huizinga (1987), Huizinga (1989, pp.5-8), and Hajivassiliou (1989). 
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their total amounts of loan exposures since it has been practically impossible to expect the total 

repayments. Although countries have had possibilities to buy back their debts at discounted prices, 

many of them have not succeeded in reducing their indebtedness significantly. 

In addition to the above economic background, we mention a few important empirical facts 

on the debt overhang. In many cases, a debtor country has borrowed money from many foreign 

banks at the same time. For example, in 1985 Mexico held loans from about 700 banks, Argentina 

from 370, and Venezuela from 460 banks (Bouchet, 1987, p.75). However, there has been some 

tendency for the number of lender banks to decline. Nevertheless, many debtor countries have not 

reduced their indebtedness because of the compounded interests. 

Keeping in mind the background of the problem and the above empirical facts, we explain our 

endurance competition game and the main result. We consider a situation with one country and 

its creditor banks in a short period. We formulate the problem as a one-shot game with creditor 

banks as players. The debtor country is treated as a part of the environment. We also assume the 

existence of a price function which gives the secondary market price of the country’s debt. 

In our game, each bank has to decide either to sell its loan exposure to the country at the 

present secondary market price or to wait and keep its exposure. If a bank sells its exposure, it 

obtains a payoff equal to the value of the exposure determined by the present secondary market 

price of debt. If a bank waits, its payoff is assumed to be the present value of the loan exposure 

determined by the resulting secondary market price. 

On one hand, if many banks sell their loan exposures and the country’s debt becomes smaller 

by paying the discounted amount of the loan exposures, then the secondary market price of the next 

period may become higher. If this is the case, the banks who wait may receive a higher payoff by 

the increased price, which implies that there are some incentives for the banks to wait. On the other 

hand, if only few banks sell, the total outstanding debt may increase with the accrued interest. In 

this case, the price of debt may fall, which implies that there are some incentives for the banks to 

sell. These two opposite tendences balance in equilibrium. 

We consider the Nash equilibrium concept to represent the strategically stable behavior of 

banks. In fact, there are many pure and mixed strategy Nash equilibria. However, independently 
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of a choice of a Nash equilibrium, we can draw a definite conclusion on the behavior of the sec- 

ondary market price. It says that the resulting secondary market price of debt remains almost the 

same as the present price for a large number of banks. Equivalently the total outstanding debt of 

the country remains almost unchanged. When the distribution of loan exposures is relatively equal, 

this theorem gives the prediction that the proportion of banks selling is approximated by the interest 

rate. When the loan exposures are unequal, one of our results states that in a mixed strategy 

equilibrium, banks with smaller loan exposures have higher probabilities of selling than banks with 

larger loan exposures. Therefore the previous prediction is adjusted so that the proportion of banks 

selling may exceed the interest rate. Section 3 discusses these results. 

Although the nature of our problem is dynamic, we focus on the behavior of banks in one 

period. In Chapter III, we formulate this problem as a dynamic game with an infinite horizon in 

the case of two banks, and show that the set of subgame perfect equilibria for the game is quite 

limited. In each period, some subgame perfect equilibria give the same outcome as those of our 

one-period approach and the others also give very similar outcomes. Thus we have the decom- 

position property of the whole dynamics into the one-period problems, which means that we do 

not lose much of the dynamic nature of the debt overhang problem by our one-period approach. 

The one-period and the dynamic approaches are regarded as mutually complementary in that the 

one-period approach is simpler and enables us to discuss complex problems, and that the dynamic 

approach captures a long-run behavior but it is too complicated to consider some problems such 

as effects of a large number of banks. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of the endurance competi- 

tion game and the structure of the set of pure strategy Nash equlibria. In Section 3, the main limit 

theorem is given, which states that in any (pure or mixed strategy) Nash equilibrium, the secondary 

market price of debt is almost constant for a large number of banks. We also discuss comparative 

statics on mixed strategy equilibria. In Section 4, we consider the structure of the set of mixed 

strategy equilibria. 
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2. Endurance Competition Game 

In an endurance competition game G, we consider decision making of banks in one particular 

period. The economic situation of the game G is described as a triple (N, {D,}, P). The symbol 

N denotes the set of banks 1, 2, ..., 2, who have lent some amount of money to a foreign country, 

and D, denotes the present loan exposure of bank i. The symbol P denotes a real-valued continuous 

function on [0, + co), which gives the secondary market price P[d] when the total outstanding debt 

is d. The present secondary market price is given as P[D], where D = >’D,;. One additional element 
ieN 

is the market interest factor, denoted B ( = 1 + the interest rate ) > 1. We assume that 

(2.1) P[D] > P[BD] and P[D]<P[0] 

The first inequality of (2.1) states that if the country does not buy back any debt in the present 

period, then the total outstanding debt increases to BD by the accrued interest and its market price 

declines. The second inequality states that if all banks sell their loan exposures at the present price 

P[D], then in the next period the price of (an arbitrarily small) debt is higher than or equal to the 

present price P[D]. 

Throughout the chapter, we assume that the price function P is fixed, but the set N of banks 

and their loan exposures {D,} may vary. Therefore we denote our game G by (N, {Dj}). In this 

game, the banks are players and the country is treated as a part of the environment. 

Each bank ieN has two pure strategies 0 - to sell its exposure at the present price P[D] and 1 

- to wait and postpone the decision to the next period. We denote the strategy space {0, 1} of player 

i by S; Then S; x... x S, is the outcome space. When each bank i chooses its strategy 5; (te) 

and the market transactions are completed, the price of the next period becomes 

(2.2) P[Bd], where d= >'5,D,. 
jEeN 
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If bank i keeps its loan exposure D; by the next period, then the loan exposure D;, increases to 

BD,, and the new price is P[Sd]. Thus the present value of the exposure which will be sold in the 

next period becomes 

1 (2.3) 3 (BD; P[Bd)]) = D; P[Bd]. 

We assume that this present value D; P[Pd] is the payoff to bank i if it does not sell its loan expo- 

sure in the present period. We also assume that if bank 1 sells D, in the present period, then its 

payoff is simply D,P[D]. We do not take into account the possibilities of the banks’ revenues by 

postponing selling its exposure after the next period.!° Thus the payoff function of bank i is given 

as 

DPB X5Dj] if §, = l 

(2.4) Als) = AlStyeey Se) = eu 
D,P[D] if 5 = 0. 

If all lender banks sell their exposures to the country, then the country must pay the total of 

DP[D]. We assume that the country is able to afford these repayments, which implies that the 

current price P[D] is small enough for the repayments or the total amount of debts is not so large 

to prevent the total repayment." In fact, the price function P[-] may also depend upon the 

country’s disposable income (i.e. income left after repayments). Since it is assumed that repayments 

are made according to the current market price P[D], the disposable income is automatically de- 

termined by the market transactions. The price function P[+] is interpreted as determined by 

taking this consideration into account. 

This possibility is taken into account in the dynamic description of this problem with two banks in the next 

chapter. However, we show that this does not substantially change the structure of the equilibria. 

Formally we need this assumption. However, practically, we need the assumption that the country is able 

to afford to pay a little more than the payment given by Theorem 1. 
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In addition to pure strategies, we allow the banks to play mixed strategies. Denote the set of 

mixed strategies of bank i by 7; , 1e. 7;= {p;:0<p;< 1} for ieN, where p, is the probability of 

waiting by bank i. Define the expected payoff to bank 1 by 

(2.5) Hip) = Pi saxo Il PAL (1 —p)DPLBD — & Di) + (1 —p) D: PD] 

jeN — {i} 

for p= (pi, «.-, Pa) in 7) x... x Th. 

The first term of (2.5) is the expected payoff to bank 1 from waiting and the second term 

(1 — p)D,P[D] is the expected payoff from selling. 

We apply the Nash equilibrium concept as a solution of our endurance competition game. A 

strategy n-tuple p = (fi, ..., P,) is called a Nash equilibrium if for all ieN, 

Hp) = Hip-i, p) forall peT;, 

where D-i = (Pryse-s Di- 1» Dis Il sy Pn): 

In the case of two banks, under the condition 

P[BD]< P[D] < P[BD,] for i= 1, 2, 

our endurance competition game G has three equilibria: 

Lo eo .  P[BDJ-PLD] ... 
(bbs) = (1,0); Ga) = (0,1); and A= papery ij=1,2 G#~). 

These three equilibria are given by subgame perfect equilibria in the dynamic formulation with in- 

finite horizon given in the next chapter, i.e., the above equilibria occur in each period in the sub- 

game perfect equilibria. In Chapter III, the pure strategy equilibria are eliminated for the reason 

of a continuation of the situation. We find some additional subgame perfect equilibria whose 

outcomes are almost the same as the third equilibrium. Thus the one-period approach does not 

lose the dynamic nature of the problem. 

First we describe the set of pure strategy Nash equilibria of the endurance competition game. 
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Theorem 1. Assume condition (2.1). Let s be a pure strategy n-tuple, and let S = {ieN: 5, = 0}. 

Then s is a Nash equilibrium (in mixed strategies) if and only if 

(2.6) P[B(D- X&D)] = P[D] = P[B(D-— > D)] for all jeS. 
u} teS ieS - Uj 

Proof. Let s be a Nash equilibrium. If s,;= 1 for all ieN, then each player has an incentive to 

change its strategy 1 to 0, since P[D] > P[fD] by (2.1), which is impossible. Hence s, = 0 for 

some k. Since player k weakly prefers selling (s,=0) to waiting, we have P[D] => 

PIB(D— & Dd). If s=0 for all ieN, then S=N, which implies P[B(D— 2D] 

= P[0] > PLDI by (2.1). Suppose s;= 1 for some j. Since player j weakly prefers waiting s = 1) 

to selling, we have P[B(D — 2 i)] = P[D]. 

Conversely, suppose (2.6). This together with (2.1) implies S # 9%. Then no player in S or in 

N-S has an incentive to change its strategy since P[D] = P[B(D— > D,)] and 
ieS — U} 

P[B(D — ¥<D,)] = PLD], respectively. // 
teS 

First we consider some implications of Theorem 1 under the assumption that 

(2.7) P[d] is a decreasing function. 

Under this assumption, condition (2.6) is equivalent to 

(2.6%) B(ID-XD) < D < B(D— ¥ D) forall jeS. 
ieS ieS - U} 

This states that in a pure strategy equilibrium, the remaining debt 8(D — >-D,) with accrued interest 
ieS 

differs from the original total debt D by at most min BD;. The existence of a pure strategy equi- 

librium follows from (2.6*). Indeed, if S=9, B(D— =D) = BD > D. Therefore we can find a 

minimal S with the property 6(D — 2D) < D. This 5 satisfies the right inequality. Thus the pure 

strategy n-tuple s with s;= 0 if ieS and s,= 1 otherwise is a Nash equilibrium. Actually, there are 

many pure strategy Nash equilibria. Under the additional condition 

(2.8) D>BSD, forall jeN, 
i#j 
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— this condition could be true for a small number of banks — there are exactly n pure strategy Nash 

equilibria. Each of them is represneted as s'=(1,..., 1, 0, 1,..., 1) for some i, since the set S in 

Theorem | is {i}. In the general case, the structure of the set of equilibria is more complicated. 

We return to the general case. Since D — 2D; is represented as 2sDi condition (2.6) is re- 

presented as 

(2.6**) — P[B(XsD)] = PLD] = PLB(EsD: + D))] for all j with s, = 0. 

This means that in a pure strategy equilibrium, the resulting price is not smaller than the present 

price, but the difference between them is bounded by P[#>°5s,D;] — P[B(3°5,D; + D,)]. If D; is small, 
ieN ieN 

then the new price does not differ much from the present price. To state this observation more 

explicitly, we introduce a sequence {G’} = {(N’, {D,"})} of the endurance competition games with 

(2.9) |[N*| 4 co as v—oo;!2 

(2.10) for some K, D,’ < WT for all ieN* and v > 0. 

Denote DY= > D,’, and note that D’ is bounded by K. Then the above observation is formulated 
ie NY 

as follows. 

Theorem 2. Assume condition (2.1) for each G’. For any sequence {s’} where each s’ is an arbi- 

trary pure strategy Nash equilibrium in G’, we have 

(2.11) lim |P[B >'s’D;"] — P[D*]| = 0. 
ieN 

3. Behavior of Nash Equilibria for a Large Number of Banks 

In Section 2, we proved that in pure strategy equilibria, the resulting secondary market price 

of debt remains almost the same as the present price when the number of banks is large. This 

12 |S| stands for the cardinality of S. 
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section extends this result to mixed strategy equilibria. In Section 4, we will show that there are 

many mixed strategy Nash equilibria. Nevertheless, in any mixed strategy equilibria, the resulting 

price of debt remains almost the same as the present price with arbitrarily high probability for a 

large number of banks. In fact, we can state this result for any mixed and pure strategy equilibria. 

To state the result, we introduce random variables describing the outcomes of strategies. For 

a strategy n-tuple p = {p}ien, we define X = {X},.y by 

D, — if the realization of bank i’s mixed strategy p,” is to wait; 

3.1) X= 
0 otherwise 

That is, Pr(X; = D,) = p, and Pr(X,= 0) = 1— p,. These random variables are independent because 

of the basic assumption that the strategy choices are independent.’ The resulting secondary market 

price of debt in the game G is given by P[£ LX, which is also a random variable. 

Now we can state the main result of the chapter. 

Theorem 3. Let {G’} = {(N’, {D‘})} be a sequence of endurance games with conditions (2.1), (2.9) 

and (2.10), and let {p’} be a sequence of Nash equilibria for G”’s. Let {X"} be the sequence of 

random variables where each X’ is defined with p’ by (3.1). Then for any « > 0, 

(3.2) lim Pr( PLB X"]- PID" <2) = 1. 

In fact, this convergence is uniform on the choice of a Nash equilibrium p’ for each Gv. That is, 

it holds that for any «>0 and 6>0, there is a vp such that Pr( PLB 2 X()] — P[D’]|< 9) 2 

1 — 6 for all Nash equilibria p of the game G* and all v > vy. Here (X(D) ene are random variables 

defined by (3.1) with a Nash equilibrium p. 

Each random variable X; is a function from S = S, x .. x S, to {0, Dj} with Xs) = D,; if s;= 1 and 

X(s)=0 if s;=0. Also, the space S has the probability measure yp determined by 

u({s}) = (T] pd TT (1 — pi) for all seS. Since it is not necessary to return to this basic probability space 

in this chapter, we work on the random variables without referring to the probability space. 
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This theorem states that the probability of the distance between the prices of the next and 

present periods to be less than or equal to « converges to 1 when the number of banks becomes 

large. When every p’ in {p"} is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium, then the assertion of Theorem 3 

is equivalent to Theorem 2. Indeed, Theorem 2 clearly implies (3.2). Conversely, when every p’ 

in {p’} is a pure strategy equilibrium, (3.2) means that for any « > 0 there is a vp such that 

| PLB 2 Xr] — P[D*]| < « for all v > vo, which is (2.11). If every p” in {p’} is a mixed strategy 

equilibrium, i.e., 0< p< 1 for at least one player i, condition (2.1) is not necessary for Theorem 

3 (see the proof of Theorem 3). 

In Nash equilibria, the price of debt remains almost unchanged when the number of banks 1s 

large. On one hand, the total debt may increase through accrued interest, and, on the other hand, 

the total debt may decrease through the country’s buyback of some debt. Theorem 3 says that 

these two effects balance and the total outstanding debt does not change much. The proportion 

of debt bought back is approximately 

, Dyn, . Bol (3.3) (D 3 )/DY = 7 

Since the interest factor is close to 1, this proportion is also close to the interest rate B —1. The 

country succeeds in buying back a part of debt tantamount to the interest on the total outstanding 

debt discounted at the present secondary market price. Consequently, the total outstanding debt 

remains almost the same and a fortiori the secondary market price is almost unchanged. 

When the distribution of loan exposures is relatively equal, the proportion of banks selling is 

also approximately (B —1)/8. However, if the loan exposures are unequal, then we could expect a 

larger number of banks to sell their exposures. This follows from the next theorem which is proved 

under condition (2.7). The theorem states that in a mixed strategy equilibrium, a bank with a 

smaller loan exposure has a greater tendency to sell than one with a larger loan exposure. 

Theorem 4. Suppose condition (2.7). Let (p,,...,p,) be a Nash equilibrium. Then it holds that for 

any i, j withhO<p, p< 1, 

(3.5) D; > D, if and only if p, > py 
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Since banks with smaller exposures have higher probabilities of selling, the number of banks 

selling has an increasing tendency when the loan exposures are more unequally distributed, since 

the proportion of debt bought back is almost constant. This phenomenon could be observed in 

the real world. For example, in the case of Bolivia, all American banks with larger debt exposures 

have kept their loans but some banks with small exposures have sold theirs, which caused the price 

increase from 6¢ in 1986 to 11¢ in 1988.'4 

The consequence of the almost unchaged price of debt is compatible with the functioning of 

the secondary market. The country buys back the almost constant portion of the total outstanding 

debt. This does not prevent the creditor banks and other banks from trading on the secondary 

market. For the secondary market to function, there must be (at least potentially) some trade of 

loan exposures. Since the present price is almost the same as the future price, keeping a loan ex- 

posure is almost equally profitable (unprofitable) as keeping the money corresponding to the sec- 

ondary market value of the exposure as a deposit on the money market. Therefore banks may 

extensively trade the loan exposures among themselves, and their trade does not affect the price. 

On the other hand, the trade between the creditor banks and the country affects the price of debt. 

Therefore the creditor banks as a whole sell to the country the proportion of debt approximately 

equal to (3.3) in equilibrium, to have the almost constant price of debt on the secondary market. 

Unfortunately, the prediction that the secondary market prices are almost constant is not 

confirmed, looking at the data of prices in 1980s. For some countries the secondary market prices 

seemed to be constant, for some they looked increasing, and for some others decreasing. In totality 

the tendency of decreasing prices have been regarded as slightly dominant (cf. Hajivassiliou (1989)). 

In our game, we regard one period as short, i.e., one or two months. Therefore the corresponding 

decreasing tendency could also be small, which means that the disagreement is not significant. 

Nevertheless, for the long run there remains some discrepancy between our predection and the ev- 

idence. 

14 cf. Bulow and Rogoff (1988). 
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Many factors could be thought of as causing the discrepancy between our prediction and the 

evidence. Some unexpected political events may be regarded as one of them. If we disregard the 

political disturbance, there is a subtle issue in the interpretation of the empirical evidence. When 

the decreasing tendency is dominant and is expected by each bank, no trade among banks occurs. 

Consequently, the secondary market does not function at all, which implies that the secondary 

market price cannot be quoted. However, this is not true in the real world. Thus the dominant 

tendency of decreasing prices is viewed as a result of some unexpected disturbances. 

Proof of Theorem 3. We show the claim of Theorem 3 under the assumption that every p’ has at 

least one player who plays a completely mixed strategy. If this is done, then this together with 

Theorem 2 implies Theorem 3. Indeed, suppose the claim is proved under this assumption. If only 

a finite number of p’ in {p’} have mixed strategies, then Theorem 2 is applied and we obtain the 

claim. If only a finite number of p’ in {p’} are pure strategy equilibria, then the above claim is 

applicable. Consider the case where the sequence {p’} is divided into subsequences {p*»} and {p*+} 

so that p*v is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium for each v and p*» is a mixed strategy Nash equilib- 

rium for each v. There is a v; by Theorem 2 such that Pr |PLB 2 5X4v] — P[D**]| < :) = | for 

al v>v,, and also for any 6>0 there is a v2 by "the above claim such _ that 

Pr |PLB S X#+] — P[D*]| < 3) > 1-6 for allv>v2. Therefore Pr(IPLB © 5&7" — P[D*]| < 3) 
ieNHey 

> 16 for all y>max(A", 2). This means lim Pr( |PLB > 5Xi"] — P[D*]| < 9) = 1. 
~“ ieNY 

In the following, we assume that for every v, 0 < p,”< 1 for some ieN’. 

Let us prepare several notions and some lemmas. Since Pr(X;,=D,")=p;" and 

Pr(X;" = 0) = 1 — p;’, the mean and variance of .X;” are given as 

  (3.6) E(X") = prD ; and V(X") = E(X" — p*D7)) = (DrPpr'U — pi) < ( x ). 

Denote > X,” by S*. Then 
ie NY 

    (3.7)  -E(S*) = SiprD; and VS) = YViX) < wai K ) = 
ieNY ieNY |N”| 

Lemma 3.1. lim Pr(|S* — E(S")| < ©) = 1 for any e>0, 
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Proof. Applying Chebyshev’s inequality (Feller (1957, p.219)) to S’, we have 

Pr(|S* — (S| > 4/V(S)) < =p for any t>0. 

It follows from (3.7) that 
\ 

Pd is — E(S*)|> i | < + for any ¢> 0. 
l v 

Putting ¢ = |N*|'/*, we have 

l K 
Pr{ |S" ~ E(S”)| > ——— } < . (1 ( | fa) Nv 

  

Choose a vo so that WHF < « forall v>vo. Then we have 

  

1 Pr{|S* — E(S)| > 8) < —==— for all v > vo. 
JIN"| 

Therefore we have 

l 

VIN"| 

  

Pr(|S’— E(S")|<s«) = 1- ~ 1 as v-+0o. | 

Lemma 3.2. For any ¢ > 0, lim Pr(|P[BS*] — P[BE(S")]| < ) = 1. 

Proof. Since the price function P is continuous on [0, + oo), P is uniformly continuous on its rel- 

evant domain (0, PX]. Therefore there is a 6>0 such that |S’—£E(S)|<é6=> 

|P[BS*] — P[BE(S*)]| < «. Thus it follows from Lemma 3.1 that Pr(|P[BS’] — P[BE(S*)]| < «) 

> Pr(|S*— E(S")| < 6) ~ 1 asv— oo. // 

Lemma 3.3. 1) lim |E(P[BS*]) — P[BE(S)]| = 0; 2) lim |E(P[BS*]) — P[D*]| = 0; 

3) lim |P[BE(S*)] — P[D*]| = 0. 

Proof. 1) Let « be an arbitrary positive number. Since P is a uniformly continuous function on 

the relevant domain (0, BK], there is a 6 >0 such that [S*— E(S”)| < 6 = (P[6S*] — P[BE(S)]| 

< From Lemma 3.1, there is a v, such that for all v > v;, = > 

vy v ——_ — Pr(|S* — E(S*)| > 4) < MT where M = max P[d]. 

The difference |P[BS*] — P[BE(S’)]| is less than > if |S*— E(S*)|< 6 and is less than M if 

|S’ — E(S*)| = 6. Therefore we have 

|E(P[BS*]) — P[BE(S*)]| = |E(PLBS*] — P[BE(S")])| 

< (> )Pr(|S* — E(S”)| < 6) + MPr(|S* — E(S”)| > 6) 
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< S+Mx>7 = eforalv>vy. 

2) Recall that in each equilibrium p’, at least one player i plays a completely mixed strategy 

pi (0< pi <1). We rewrite E(P[PS*]) as 

(3.8) EPBS‘) = & (Cn) (Ia - a) PBS Dy 

= a] = (Mr) (10 -»?) PLB pal +(1 =m} = (Tr) (110 -») rez | 
REN — {i} \yeR jéR JeRu {i RON — {i} VjeR jJtR jeR 

j#i j#i 

Notice that there is the one-one correspondence between the terms of the first and second brackets, 

and that each term of the first bracket differs from the corresponding term of the second in that the 

first has the additional BD,” in P[-]. Since 0 < p,” < 1, the player iis indifferent between his choices 

of waiting and selling. Since the expected payoff from waiting is given as the first bracket and the 

expected payoff from selling is P[D], the first bracket of (3.8) is equal to P[D*]. Since 

— 0 as v— oo, the difference between the first and second brackets of (3.8)   max D, < 
jeNnY 4 || 

converges to 0 as v co. As was mentioned above, the first bracket is always the same as P[D’]. 

This means lim |E(P[BS*]) — P[D]| = 0. 

3) It follows from 1) and 2) that for any « > 0, there is a vp such that for all v > vo, 

JE(PLBS*) — PLBE(S)]| < — and |E(P[BS*) — PLDI] < =. 
Therefore we have |P[BE(S*)] — P[D’]| < |P[BE(S’)] — E(P[BS*])| + |E(P[BS’]) — P[D’]| 

s>Z +5 =8 for all v > vo. // 

Finally we prove the assertion of the theorem. From Lemma 3.3, for any « > 0, there is a vo 

such that for all v > vo, |P[BE(S")] — P[D’]] < >: Thus, using Lemma 3.2, we have, 

Pr|P[BS*] — P[D*]| < «) = Pri|P[BS*] — P[BE(S")]| + |P[BE(S”)] — P[D*]| < «) 

> Pr(IP[BS*] - PLBE(S*)] < = ) + lasv 7c. /|/ 

Proof of Theorem 4. Since 0 < pi, p; < 1, banks i and j are indeferrent between waiting and selling. 

Therefore the expected payoffs from waiting and selling are the same. This is expressed as 
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REN - {kK} meN 

(3.9) 5 ( I ix) (110A) P[B(D — &Dx)] = PLD] for k=i, j 
mt Ru {k} 

The left hand side for k = iis written as 

r 

A y ( nl i) (11 -4,)) PLD - ¥ Dai 
RGN — {ij}\ meN-R meR meR 

m#ij 

+(1 -Af y ( o i) (11-2) PIBD- pan 
RON -{iy}\ mtN-—R meR meRv (} 

ktiy 

Each term in the second bracket corresponds to one in the first bracket with the same R, and each 

is bigger than the cooresponding one by (2.7). Therefore the whole sum in the second bracket is 

bigger than that in the first one. When D, = D,, the left hand side of (3.9) for bank / is obtained 

from the above formula by replacing p; by p;. In this case, if p; # p,, then the value of the obtained 

formula for bank i is also different from the value of the formula for j. But these two must be the 

same as P[D]. Hence D; = D, implies p, = py. 

Now it is sufficient to prove that D,;> D, implies p,>p,;. When D,> D,, the left hand side of 

(3.9) for bank j is obtained from the above formula by replacing p, by p; and D, by D; in 

P[D— > D,] in the second bracket. In this case, the value of the new second bracket is greater 
meRu Uj} 

than that of the original one. Hence to keep the left hand side of (3.9) equal to P[D] for i, the 

probability coefficient A, for the first bracket must be higher than jy. // 

4. The Structure of the Set of Nash Equilibria. 

To state and prove the limit theorem of the preceding section, we did not need to investigate 

the structure of the set of all Nash equilibria. The limit theorem holds independently of the choice 

of a Nash equilibrium and is proved without using specific equilibria. From this result one might 

expect that the number of mixed strategy Nash equilibria would be small. However, the fact is 
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quite different from this expectation. A number of mixed strategy equilibria may exist in addition 

to the pure strategy Nash equilibria described by Theorem 1. The limit Theorem holds commonly 

for all Nash equilibria. In this section, we investigate the structure of the set of mixed strategy Nash 

equilibria. 

First we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 5. Suppose conditions (2.7) and (2.8). Let T be a subset of N with |7| => 2. Then there 

exists a Nash equilibrium p such that 

(4.1) 0<p <1 forall ie7; and p,=1 for all ieN —T. 

Theorem 5 says that each choice T with |7| > 2 gives a mixed strategy equilibrium. Thus there 

are at least 2" —-n —1 mixed strategy equilibria, since condition |7| > 2 excludes the possibility of T 

being a singleton or empty. As we mentioned after Theorem 1, there are n pure strategy Nash 

equilibria under conditions (2.7) and (2.8). Thus the total number of equilibria is at least 2” —1. 

Condition (2.8) holds for a relatively small n. Thus Theorem 5 gives the structure of mixed 

strategy Nash equilibria in the case of a relatively small number of banks. The next theorem gives 

the structure of mixed strategy equilibria for any number of banks under the assumption of identical 

loan exposures, 1.e., 

(4.2) D, = D,; =... = D, > 0. 

Theorem 6. Suppose conditions (2.7) and (4.2). Let T be a subset of N with 

|7]-1 
n 

0<p;< 1 for all ieT and p, = 1 for all ieN — T. © 

D> Bp(D-   D). Then there exists a unique Nash equilibrium p= (pi, ..., p,) such that 

|7|—1 
n 
  Under condition (2.8), D > B(D — D) implies |7| => 2. In this case, Theorem 6 implies 

that the total number of Nash equilibria becomes exactly 2” —1. 

Consider the case without condition (2.8). Let t=|T| be the smallest integer with 

|7|—-1 
nr 
  

n(n 
D> B(D- D). Theorem 6 gives exactly 5( number of mixed strategy equilibria. 

k=\k 

Every subset T of N with |7| = ¢— 1 satisfies condition (2.6*), which implies that each T gives one 
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n [n 
pure strategy Nash equlibrium Thus the total number of Nash equilibria is givenas > ( ) This 

k=t-1 

number is approximately 2” for large n and 8 <2. More formally, 

Theorem 7. Under the assumption of Theorem 6 and 8 < 2, 

lim |the set of all Nash equilibria| _ 
n—0o 2a 
  

The results of this section show that there are approximately 2” number of Nash equilibria in 

the endurance competition games, independent of the total number n of banks. 

Proof of Theorem 5. We define the following functions: 

(43) flo)= © (1 a) (1d —p)) PID - ED) and fi) = fie) - PLD] 

for pe[0, 1}" and ieN. Our objective is to find a point p in [0,1}" such that f(p) =0, 

0 < p, < 1 forall ieT and p,=1 forall jeN—T. Suppose the existence of such a p is proved. 

In this case, each bank i in T is indifferent between waiting and selling, so p; is a best response. 

By the following lemma, f(p) > 0 for all j in N-T, which implies that p, = 1 is a (unique) best re- 

sponse to p for all jeN — T. Hence p is a Nash equilibrium with the property (4.1). 

Lemma 4./. For any pe[0, 1]" and i, j in N, if p;< p, = 1, then fp) < f(p). 

Proof. The value f(r) is described as 

RGN — {ij} keN-R 
joa = (nl py({]~P PERO ~ EPan| 

k#iy 

+ (1 -al = (TT pe) (T1(l—-)) PBD- >& oof 
RON — {iy} keN-R keR keRu {)} 

k#iy 

Each element in the second bracket corresponds to one element of the first bracket with respect to 

R, and each element in the second bracket is larger than the corresponding one. This implies that 

the second bracket has a greater value than the first one. The value fp) is obtained from fp) by 

replacing p; by p;, and D; by D; in the second bracket. However, since p; = 1, the second term of 

fp) disappears, and only the small part, the first bracket, remains. This means that f(p) > f(p). 

/I 
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Now we prove the existence of a point p in [0, 1]" such that f(s) = 0, 0<p,< 1 forall ieT and 

pj) =1 for all j in N-T. Since it is sufficient to look for such a point p in the restricted set 

{pe[0, 1]: p; = 1 for all jeN — 7}, we do not worry about p;= 1 for all jeN—T. Therefore we as- 

sume for notational simplicity that T = N. 

Now we consider the following mapping: 

$(p) = pit fi-\(p) for alliin N and pe[0, 1}, 

where i— 1 is interpreted as n if i= 1.'5 We would like to apply Brouwer’s fixed point theorem to 

this mapping ¢ = (q),...,¢,), but the image of ¢ may not be included in [0,1]. Therefore we 

modify this mapping ¢ by the retraction mapping r: R"’— R’: 

0 if x <0 

r(x) =| x if O<x<1 

1 if l<~x, 

for all xeR" andi=1,...,n. Then the composite mapping yw =r ¢ is a continuous mapping from 

[0, 1} to [0, 1}. Now, by Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, there exists a fixed point P in [0, 1], ie., 

W(D) =r $(p) =P. 

If p satisfies 0<p,<1 for all i in N, then, by the definition of the retraction mapping r, 

w(p) = p, that is, p; +f 1(p) = p; for all i in N, which means that p satisfies condition (4.1). Now 

we prove that 0 < p;< 1 for alliin N. 

Claim 1. i) If p;=1, then f_\(p) >0; and it) if p,< 1, then f_\(p) <0 

") i) Suppose f;_(p) <0. Then, by the definition of d, 1=p=7:+¢(p) =r(pt+f_i(p)) <1, a 

contradiction. 

it) Similar. // 

Claim 2. p #(l,...,1) and p # (0....,0). 

1S 

If we define ¢(p) by p; + fi{p) fori =1, ..., n, then we can only prove the existence of a Nash equilibrium, 

which cannot be guaranted to have the property required in Theorem 3. The mere existence of a Nash 

equilibrium was already obtained by Theorem 2. 
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’) Ifp=(l,...,1), then f(s) = P[BD]— P[D] <0 for i=....,n by (2.7), but f(p) = 0 fori=1,....n 

by Claim 1, which is a contradiction. If p = (0,...,0), then f(p) = P[BD,] — P[D] > 0 for all i= 1,...,n 

by (2.8), but f(p) < 0 for i= 1,....n by Claim 1, a contradiction. i} 

Claim 3. 0<p,<1 for all i=1,...,n. 

") Suppose that p;= 0 for some iin N. Then, by Claim 1, f_1(9) <0 However it follows from 

(2.7), (2.8), (4.3) and p; = 0 that f(p) => P[B(D — D)] > P[D], ie., f(6)>0 for all j#i. This is a 

contradiction. 

Finally we prove that p<1 for all ieN. Suppose, on the contrary, that 

Pi< 1, Dist =Pisa=-=Dier=l and Piasir<1 for some i in N.6 By Claim 1 and 

DPi+i=1, f(p)>90. By applying Lemma 4.1 to i and it+k, we have f..,(p) >f(p) > 0. However it 

follows from Claim 1 and p.44:< 1 that f,.(p) <0, a contradiction. | 

Proof of Theorem 6. Since the game is symmetric, we can assume without loss of generality that 

T = {1, 2,..., 9. Suppose that (f,, ..., pn) is a Nash equilibrium with the property 0 < p; < 1 for all 

ieT and p,= 1 for all iceN — T. Then p,= 4 for all ieT by Theorem 4. Since each ieT is indifferent 

between waiting (s;= 1) and selling (s; = 0), 

t-1 

(44) + ¢ : Narr (1 — &)*P[B(D — &. D)] = P[D]. 

Conversely, if (4.4) holds, then every bank ieT is indifferent between waiting and selling, and every 

bank ieN — T prefers waiting to selling, ie., p= 1, since 

& (fal — PED - 5D] 

+(1 - a 55 NV gr-*-1(1 ~ a'P[p(p - £4 m1 | > PLD].   

16 Ifit+m > n, then i+m is interpreted as i+m-n. 
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Thus it satisfies to prove the unique existence of « satisfying (4.4). 

t-1 

Let g(a) = 2 

P[p(D - == n   

(! Natt “1 — a)‘P[B(D — x D)] for «e[0, 1]. Then g(0) = 

D)] > P[D] by the assumption of the theorem, and g(1) = P[BD]< P[D]. There- 

fore, by the Intermediate-Value Theorem, there is an « in (0, 1) such that g(a) =0. This « is a 

solution of (4.4). 

for any a (0<a< 1), 

gia)= 5 

The uniqueness of such an « is verified by checking the negative sign of the derivative of g(a) 

(© G4) (=e = 1) at-#-2(1 = at = kat-*1 (1 = a1] PLD —£ Dy] 

(t— 1)! ' 

S- 2 Gok key PLB ~ 7 P 

t-2 (t- 1) 

k=0 (t—k—2)/k! 

t-1 (t— 1) 

a'-*-2(1 — a)'P[B(D ~~ Dy] 

~ 2, Gk DID 5 at AU (1 — aye ~ P[g(D-~£ py] + Pts - 454 D1] <0. 

Proof of Theorem 7. First note that D> B(D — 

Since 8 < 2, we have « < 

t— 1 

1 2" 

    

  

. . t—1 1 _ 
yD) is equivalent to —=— > 1 —3 = a. 

—. Hence we have to show that 

n 

LM 

jim > 

Define a family of independent random variables {X,"}%_, by 

X;"=1 with probability > 

0 with probability > 

Let « be a positive number with ¢ 

for k= 1,2,...,n, and define $7 = S Xy"/n. Then £(S")= > and V(S")= s V(X,")[n? = tn 
h= k=1 

s 

1 

i 
2 
visr Pr(iss—12e)< 6’     

—a. Then it follows from Chebyshev’s inequality that 

__! 
e 4ne?’ 
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that is, 

  Pr(iss—]<e) 21 

  

~ Ans?’ 

fl 

Si PA n\( 1 \Ff 1 KP Sn dsi et_ h ince > = =) >) = Pr(S" > «), and since a < 5 s, we have 

x (h) 
kin > _ n 1 n 1 _ > > 

on = Pr(S >a) = Pr ex S'< 9 +e)>1 Ane 1 asn—-oo. // 
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Chapter III 

Dynamics of International Debt Overhang with Two 

Lender Banks 

1. Introduction 

The international debt overhang is a situation of a sovereign country who has borrowed money 

from foreign banks and has been unable to fulfill the scheduled repayments. The debt overhang 

is a serious problem for the debtor country, which keeps the country in a depressed economic sit- 

uation and prevents from growing. To understand the problem of debt overhang, in Chapter II, 

we give a game theoretical model of debt overhang where lender banks are players and decide 

whether or not to sell their loan exposures to the debtor country at the discounted price on the 

secondary market. The analysis shows that there is a great tendency for the present situation of 

debt overhang to remain unchanged. In Chapter II, we focus on the decision making of lender 

banks in a short period and formulate the situation as a one-shot game. However, the problem of 

debt overhang is dynamic in nature. In this chapter we examine whether the one-shot approach 
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captures the dynamics, considering a dynamic formulation of the one-period model and its 

equilibria. 

The secondary market for debts is an important element which accompanies the problem of 

debt overhang. The appearance of the secondary market for debts has been caused by the country’s 

inability to repay the debts in full. On this market, loan exposures are traded at a discounted 

price.!’? The existence of the secondary market creates a possibility for the debtor country to buy 

back its debts at a discounted price. However, there has been some tendency for the debt overhang 

to persist even in the presence of the secondary market. As in Chapter II, we assume that the 

secondary market is represented as a price function. 

We formulate the problem as an infinite horizon game with two banks as players. Since the 

modelling of the dynamics of debt overhang with many banks is too complex, we consider the two 

bank case. The game is played as follows. In every period of the game each bank decides either 

to sell its loan exposure to the debtor country at the current secondary market price or to wait and 

postpone this decision to the next period. If both banks wait in a period, then they face the same 

decision problem in the following period. When a bank sells its loan exposure to the debtor 

country at the current secondary market price, it receives a payoff according to the current sec- 

ondary market price and leaves the game. After both banks sell their exposures to the debtor 

country, the game ends. 

In our dynamic game, there are three types of subgame perfect equilibria with the time con- 

tinuation property. By the time continuation property we mean that the game of the present period 

can be viewed as the result of the game of some previous period so that the extensions of the 

equilibria of the present game give a positive realization probabilities to the present game. The 

three types of equilibria are called central, alternating and mutating. Each equilibrium is very sim- 

ilar to the unique central equilibrium in the sense that the probabilities of a bank waiting are de- 

termined by similar formulas and take similar values. Therefore, the average attainable payoffs are 

almost uniquely determined. 

17 See, for example, Sachs and Huizinga (1987), and Hajivassiliou (1989). 
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We can compare the equilibria of the dynamic game and the one-period game of the previous 

chapter. To make this comparison, we construct a sequence consisting of the mixed strategy 

equilibria for the one-period games describing the situation of banks in the sequence of the re- 

spective periods. This sequence of equilibria coincides with the central equilibrium of our dynamic 

game.'8 That is, we have a decomposition property of the dynamic game into the games of one 

period. Thus the one-period approach of Chapter II does not lose much of the dynamic nature 

of the problem. 

Our dynamic game may be regarded as a repeated game with a constituent game of the one- 

period approach. As long as no bank sells its loan exposure until period ¢, a similar one-period 

game is played in period t+ 1. However, the Folk Theorem” -- that almost all payoffs of the 

one-period game are attainable by an equilibrium of the repeated game -- does not hold in our game 

since one player’s deviation necessarily implies its exit from the game and does not permit a pun- 

ishment by the other bank. On the contrary to the Folk Theorem, the average attainable payoffs 

are almost uniquely determined in our game. 

We describe some observations of the behavior of banks over time following from our char- 

acterization of equilibria. In any equilibrium each bank waits with relatively high probability in 

every period, and when the interest rate is small, the probability of a bank waiting is close to 1. 

This can be interpreted as a tendency for the situation of debt overhang to remain almost un- 

changed. 

We also investigate the strategies of the banks when the time passes. We show that if the price 

function is approximated by some homogeneous function for large values of debt, then the proba- 

bility of waiting in a period in the central equilibrium becomes a stationary probability in the long 

run. The stationary probability of a bank waiting in every period is relatively high as long as the 

interest rate is low. This suggests a difficulty of a resolution of the debt overhang solely through 

the secondary market transactions. 

18 In Chapter II, there are also two pure strategy Nash equilibria in the two bank case. The sequences 
consisting of them become subgame perfect equilibria in our dynamic approach. We, however, eliminate 
them by the time continuation property. 

19 See, for example, Aumann (1982). 
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The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the model called the dynamic 

endurance game. In Section 3 we present the structure of equilibria. The comparative dynamics 

(statics) and limit results are given in Section 4. In Section 5, we give the proof of the main theo- 

rem. Section 6 contains conclusions. 

2. Dynamic Endurance Game 

We consider the following dynamic situation: a country has debt obligations D,>0 and 

D;> 0 to foreign banks 1 and 2, respectively. The country has fallen behind with service payments 

for some periods, and the current situation of the country does not allow for full repayments. The 

existence of the secondary market for debts is assumed, where the country is ready to buy its debts 

at the secondary market price. We assume that the price of debt on the secondary market depends 

upon the current total outstanding debts. This price is expressed by the function P(D): R, > R, 

with the property: 

(2.1) P(D) 1s a decreasing function of the total outstanding debt D and P(D).— 0 as D- co. 

This P(D) is country-specific and also depends upon the choice of the present period. 

We will focus our attention on the decisions of banks over time. The present period is called 

0. In every period each bank has two possible choices either to sell its exposure or to wait and keep 

it to the next period. Each bank’s strategies in every period are s and w, where s denotes selling the 

loan exposure to the debtor country at the current secondary market price, and w denotes waiting 

and postponing the decision to the next period. 

Each bank discounts the future revenues by the interest rate (r>0). We denote the interest 

factor 1+r by ~. We assume that 

(2.2) B?D; < D® for i= 1, 2, 
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where D° = D, + D;. This assumption says that the distribution of loan exposures of banks is rel- 

atively equal and the interest rate is relatively small so that the size of one bank’s loan exposure 

with compounded interests from two periods is smaller than the initial debt of the country. 

If bank i keeps its loan exposure D; until period t (t > 0), then its exposure increases by the 

accrued interests to B'D;. The total outstanding debt D‘ in period t becomes §'D; if the other bank 

has already sold, or B'D®° otherwise. The secondary market price in period ¢ is given as P(D’). If 

bank i sells in period ¢, then the present value of repayment is given as 

‘D,P(D') = D,P(D). 

If bank i and the other bank wait in period t, then bank i does not get any payoff in this period, 

but it will face the same decision problem in the next period. 

We assume that 

(2.3) after one bank sells its loan exposure, the other bank sells its exposure immediately 

in the next period. 

It is possible that while one bank sells its exposure in some period, the other bank keeps its expo- 

sure for several periods after that. In this case, however, keeping the loan exposure for several pe- 

riods is not an optimal behavior. Indeed, if the bank postpones selling its exposure, the secondary 

market price of debt will decrease because of the accrued interest. Suppose bank j sells its exposure 

in period t and bank i does not. Then the secondary market price in period t+ 1 is P(B*+'D,), and 

the present value of loan exposure is D;P(B‘t+'D,). If bank i keeps its loan exposure to period t+ 2, 

then the price falls to P(8‘+?D,) and the present value is D,P(B‘+?D,). The optimal behavior of bank 

iis to sell the exposure in period t+ 1. Thus we can assume (2.3). 

There are two cases in which the game terminates. The first case is that both banks wait until 

period ¢— 1 and both sell in period ¢. The second case is that both banks wait until period t— 1 

and one bank sells its loan exposure in period ¢, and the other bank waits in period ¢ and sells its 

exposure in period t+ 1. The payoff to bank i (i= 1, 2) in the game I"(0, D®) is defined by 
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D,P(B'D®) if both banks wait until period ¢— 1 and bank i sells 
in period ¢, 

(2.4) 

D,P(Bt*'D)) if both banks wait until period ¢—- 1 and bank j (7 #3) 
sells in period ¢ and bank i waits in period ¢. 

Our game I°(0, D°) is described in Figure |. In the game tree, the payoffs to the banks are given 

in three branches. In the first branch both banks sell their exposures in period 0. In the second, 

bank | sells in period | and bank 2 sells in period 2. The third case is that bank 2 sells its exposure 

in period 2 and bank | sells its exposure in period 3. 

D,P(D°) 
D,P(D°) 

     
         
   

(s,w) (w,w)   | 
D,P(BD*) 
D,P(B2D:) T(2, 6D") 
(TT AT = q 

Figure 1. 
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We allow each bank to use behavior strategies. Since each bank’s decision is made in period 

t only when both banks have waited until period t by assumption (2.3), a behavior strategy of bank 

i= 1,2 in the game I(0, D®) is represented as a sequence ,° = (p,°, p;', ...), where p; is a probability 

of bank i’s waiting in period ¢ (t= 0, 1,...) if both banks keep their loan exposures until period t. 

Denote the set of all behavior strategies of bank i by B®. A behavior strategy combination for the 

game I"(0, D®) is a vector 5° = (5,°, bn°) = ((p,°, pit, ...), (Zn, pal, «..)). 

The expected payoff to bank i= 1, 2 for a behavior strategy combination 5° is the sum of 

(i) the expected payoff from selling the exposure in period ¢ (t = 0, 1, ...) under the assumption 
t-1 

that the other bank does not sell earlier — D,P(B'D°)(1 — p,) T] pikp*; and 
k=0 

(ii) the expected payoff from selling its loan exposure in period ¢ + 1 under the assumption 
t-1 

that the other bank sells in period t — D,P(B‘*!D)p,'(1 — p") [1 pi*p;*. 
k=0 

Thus the expected payoff from the game I"(0, D®°) under the strategy combination 5° is given by 

oo t-1 oo t-1 

(2.5) H?(b°) = X DPB ‘D1 ~ Pi) LL pipy + X DPB 1D i)pi( ~ PTT pip. 

-1 
We use the convention []| pi‘p* = 1. 

k=0 
We have described the dynamic endurance game of lender banks I"(0, D°). In the next section 

we investigate the decisions of banks in the dynamic endurance game. 

3. The Structure of Equilibria 

To investigate the decisions of banks in the game I'(0, D®°), we adopt the concept of the sub- 

game perfect equilibrium point of the extensive game (Selten (1975)). To define a subgame perfect 

equilibrium, we have to consider subgames of the game I"(0, D°). Here every subtree constitutes a 

subgame. Thus the subgame which starts at any period ¢ of the game I"(0, D®) is denoted by 
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I(t, B‘D°). The strategy for the subgame I(t, B'D°) induced by 5,° = (p;°, p;', ...) is a vector obtained 

by dropping the first ¢ entries of the vector 5/5, i.e. 5; = (p/, p;**+!, ...). Let Bt be the set of all induced 

behavior strategies of bank 1 for the subgame I(t, B'D®). 

Denote by H;'(b‘) the expected payoff to bank i from the subgame I"(¢, 6'D°) under the induced 

behavior strategy combination bt = (5,', by’). 

A behavior strategy combination bt = (br, ba!) is a Nash equilibrium of the subgame 

I(t, B'D®) iff for i= 1, 2, 

(3.1) H,(b) = H,(b/b!) for all be By, 

where b/ 5 denotes a strategy combination b' with the replacement of bs by 5. A subgame perfect 

equilibrium of the game I'(0,D°) is a behavior strategy combination b? = (9, b,) which induces a 

Nash equilibrium on every subgame of the game I"(0, D’). 

In addition to the subgame perfection, we require the equilibrium to have the time continua- 

tion property. To define the time continuation property, we introduce a retrospective extension 

of the game I"(0, D°) as a game I'(¢, B‘D®) for t = —1, —2, ..., so that the game I"(0, D®) is a subgame 

of the game I(t, 6‘D°). A subgame perfect equlibrium é° is said to have the time continuation 

property iff for any t= — 1, —2,... there is a subgame perfect equilibrium é' in the retrospective 

extension I(t, BtD®°) of I'(0, D®) such that bt induces 6° and the realization probability of the sub- 

game I"(0, D®) is positive. 

The time continuation property states that the present game situation results as a continuation 

of the past history. The game I"(0, D®) is a result of previous decisions of banks. Therefore the 

present game is a subgame of the game of any preceding period. If the realization probability of 

the game I"(0, D®°) is zero in an equilibrium for I(t, B‘D®) then the present situation would be dif- 

ferent from I"(0, D°). However, we assume that the game I°(0, D®) is reached. Therefore it is 

compatible with the consideration of I"(0,D°) to assume that the realization probability is 

positive.” 

20 The time continuation property is a concept independent from the time consistency in the macroeconomic 
literature. The time consistency property is, instead, implied by the subgame perfection. 
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The structure of equilibria is described by the following theorem. 

Theorem 1. The endurance game of two banks has three types of subgame perfect equilibria satis- 

fying the time continuation property, which are called central, alternating, and mutating. In the 

A 

unique central equilibrium 5° = (6,9, b:°) = ((b°, bi, ...), (Bs, Br! ...)), bank i waits in every period 

t (t=0, 1,...) with probability 

, P(B'*'D;) — P(B'D®) 
(3.3) Di = PB) — Pip 1D for i, j=1,2andi¥/j.   

There are two alternating equilibria bo = (b,°, b,°) = ((1°, P', «-)) (22°, Pe, ...)) in which banks i 

and j wait with probabilities 

_ P ‘'+ID) — P t—17)0 _ . . 

(3.4) pt = nay = hp iDS and p,t = | if t is even;   

and 

-, -, P(Bt*!D) — P(Bt-!D) 
(3.5) pi = 1 and p* = P(B 1D) = P(B 1D") if t is odd.   

In a mutating equilibrium bo = (5,9, b,) = ((P,°, Pi, ...), (2°, pi, ...)) banks wait in every period ¢ 

until some period t(t > —2)?! with probabilities given by (3.3), in period t+1 they wait with 

probabilities 

P(p + 2D)) —— P(ptt 1D°) meet P(pr* 2Di) —_ P(prt 'D°) 

P(B**+?D;) _ P(Bt+?D°) » By ~ P(B**+?D;) — P(B7+3D°) + pj *[P(B + 3D) — P(Bt*+ 3D] ’ 
    (3.6) prt! = 

in period t + 2 they wait with probabilities 

P(prt 3Dj) — P(pt* 1p°) P(pr* 3D) — P(pr* 22°) 

P(BD) — PBD) ' PBT D) — PIB DY) © 
  

(3.7) pit? = l, Dfttel 

and in period ¢(¢ > 1 + 3), they wait with probabilities given by (3.4) when t= + +3,7+5,..., and 

with probabilities given by (3.5) when t=1+4,7+6,.... 

21 When 1t = — 2, pi° and p2° are given by (3.7) and (3.6) is irrelevant. When t = — 1, p,° and p2° are given 
by (3.6). 
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In the central equilibrium, bank i waits in period ¢ with probability given by (3.3). In an al- 

ternating equilibrium banks i and j wait with probabilities given by (3.4) in every even period, and 

with probabilities given by (3.5) in every odd period. Thus each bank alternates its strategy between 

waiting for sure and waiting with probability p; given in (3.4). In a mutating equilibrium banks 

behave initially according to the central equilibrium strategies and in some future period their cen- 

tral equilibrium strategies mutate into the alternating equilibrium strategies. The strategies of 

transitory periods in a mutating equilibrium are given by (3.6) and (3.7). 

The central equilibrium differs from the alternating equilibrium in that each bank sells with 

some probability in the former, and each bank alternates between waiting for sure and selling with 

some probability in the latter. Nevertheless, the central and alternating equilibria are similar in the 

sense that the probabilities of waiting in each of them are determined by similar formulas and take 

similar values as will be shown in the example below. The mutating equilibrium is a combination 

of the central and the alternating equilibria. The central equlibrium mutates into the alternating 

equilibrium but not the other way around. 

In every equilibrium of our dynamic game the probability of a bank waiting in each period is 

relatively high as long as the interest factor is low. This suggests that there is a tendency for the 

situation of the debt overhang to remain unchanged, no matter what equilibrium strategies the 

banks use. 

Although we found three types of equilibria in our dynamic endurance game, the strategies of 

banks in every equilibrium are close to the strategies of the unique central equilibrium. The central 

equilibrium of the dynamic game gives the local equilibrium strategies which coincide with the 

equilibrium of a one-period endurance game investigated in Chapter II. In other words, the central 

equilibrium can be constructed as a sequence of mixed strategy equilibria of the one-shot games 

of Chapter II. This link between the dynamic and one-period formulations allows us to use the 

one-period approach without losing much of the dynamic nature of the problem. 

The following example illustrates the claim of Theorem 1. 

1 l 

  

Example 3.1. Let D, = D, = > D= > and B = 1.1. Assume that the price function is given by 

_ 90 
PD) =p +1 
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The central equilibrium strategy of each bank is to wait in period ¢ with probability 

9 (Ltt 
t ————_—__ 

PTT (+1 
The table below shows some values for the local strategies. 

Table 1. 

  

t 0 | 2 3 4 8 16 32 

  

pi | .859 | .861 | .863 | .865 | .867 | .874 | .885 | .896                     
  

In this example the central equilibrium probability of a bank waiting in period ¢ is high. It increases 

with the time ¢ and converges to .9 as ¢ becomes large. 

The alternating equilibrium strategy of banks i and / is to wait with probabilities 

7 = 79° Gpet+l pt == 1 in iod: Pi = 75] (lysed? pt = every even period; 

wp gee 19 (t+ 
POS P= Tr UD +1 

The table below shows some values for the local strategies in an alternating equilibrium. 

in every odd period. 

Table 2. 

  

  

pt (718 | 1 |.725 | 1 |.731 | 1 | .744] 1 

  

Dp; 1 | .721 1 |.728] 1 | .734] 1 | .746                     
  

In this example the alternating equilibrium probability of a bank waiting in period t is high, too. 

The lower probability of waiting increases with the time t and converges to .79 as t becomes large. 

An example of a mutating equilibrium is presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. 

In a mutating equilibrium a bank waits in every period with probability close to .9, and from some 

period on starts switching its local strategy either waiting for sure or waiting with probability close 

to .79. Thus the probability of waiting in each period is high in every equilibrium. We will char- 

acterize the behavior of equilibria more precisely in Section 4. 

4. The Behavior of Equilibria 

The following comparative statics result is true. 

Theorem 2. Let 6° = (4,°, 6) = ((pr°, Pi, ...), (22°, Pa', ...)) be the central equilibrium. Then for 

ij = 1,2 ((#/) and all ¢=0, 1,..., it holds 

(4.1) Disp; ifandonlyif D,<D,. 

Proof of Theorem 2. From equations given by (3.3), we have that 

yp — pe = LPBN'D) = PCB DIILP(BDs) — P(B* Do) 
t f— pi= [P(D,) — P(Do)][P(D;) — P(Do)] 
  for j #i. 

From the above equality it follows that 

Dit <p; if and only if D, < Dj. // 
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This theorem says that in the central equilibrium a bank with a bigger loan exposure waits 

longer in every period than the bank with a smaller one. The reasoning for Theorem 2 is as follows. 

Each bank has in every period two (pure) alternative choices: to wait or to sell. In an equilibrium 

mixed local strategy, these two choices give the same expected payoffs to each bank, since otherwise 

a pure local strategy would be chosen. Bank i, evaluating its expected payoff from waiting, takes 

into account bank j’s probability of selling and vice versa. If D,< Dj, then bank i’s evaluation is 

more positively affected by D; than bank j’s by D;. Therefore, to have the same expected values for 

the two alternative choices, bank i’s probability of waiting becomes lower than bank /’s. 

The result of Theorem 2 gives the same prediction about the behavior of banks in a period as 

the prediction derived from the one-period model of Chapter II. In Chapter II, we showed in a 

one-period model that a bank with a higher loan exposure has a higher probability of waiting than 

the other one. Since the sequence of mixed strategy equilibria for the one-period games coincides 

with the central equilibrium of the dynamic game, our Theorem 2 is obtained immediately. The 

behavior of lender banks in the Bolivian buyback constitutes the best illustration of these results. 

All American banks with larger loan exposures have kept their loans but some banks with small 

exposures have sold theirs. 

In the previous section, we observed that the probability of a bank waiting in each period in 

every equilibrium is relatively high as long as the interest factor is low. Now, we consider the limit 

behavior of the probability of a bank waiting when the interest factor is close to 1. If the function 

P(-) is continuous at D®, then from equations (3.3)-(3.7) we obtain that in every equilibrium of the 

endurance competition game the probability of a bank waiting in each period converges to | as B 

converges to 1. Thus we have the following property of each equilibrium in the game I(0, D®). 

Theorem 3. Let 6° =(6,°, b°) = ((a,°, py! ...), (2°, ~',...)) be any equilibrium for the game 

10, D°) with the interest factor B. If P(-) is continuos at D®, then for each t>0 p—1 as 

pol. 
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Theorem 3 means that when the interest rate is small (the interest factor is close to 1), each 

bank has strong incentives to wait and keep its loan exposure in every period along an equilibrium 

path for our dynamic game. 

Now, we would like to characterize more precisely the changes of the probability of waiting 

over time. If the price function P(+) is homogeneous, ie. P(kKD) = k"P(D) where n is a negative 

number, than from (3.3) the central equilibrium probability of waiting by bank 7 in period ¢ is 

constant and equals to 
P(BD;) — P(D*) 
P(BD)) — P(BD*) ” 

This observation can be generalized in the following way. If the price function P(D) is approxi- 

mated by a homogeneous function F(D) for the large values of D, then the central equilibrium 

probability of waiting by bank i in period t becomes almost constant as ¢t increases. To see this, 

we assume that there is a function F(D): R, ~ R, homogeneous of degree n (i.e. F(KD) = k"F(D), 

where n is a negative number), such that P(D)/F(D) — 1 as D- 00. Then from (3.3), 

., __P(BY*'D) = PIBID)___F(Bt+'D)/F(B** 1D!) — P(B'DYF(B™* 'D,)/B"F(BD)P(B'*'D)) 
t _ 

PPB D) = PB DY ~ FB DI FB DY = PB DEB 'D)/FB™'D)PB TD) 
Thus we obtain 

., _, FD)IFD) 1/6" __F(BD) - (DY) 
Pi FD)IF(D) — 1 F(BD;) — FBDY) 
  as t[—- co. 

We can summarize the above result in the following theorem. 

Theorem 4. Let 4° = (d;9, &) = ((p:°, pil, ...), (P2°, Pr', ...)) be the central equilibrium for the game 

T(0, D°) given by Theorem 1. If there exists a homogeneous function F(D) such that 

P(D){F(D) 7 1 as D— oo, then 

jr» FUBD) ~ FID 
'  -F(BD,) — F(BD*) 

as t[— co. 

This theorem says that a sufficient condition for the central equilibrium probability of a bank 

waiting in period t to become constant when t increases, is a homogeneity of the price function for 

the large values of debt. We have not succeeded in finding any interesting necessary conditions for 

this type of stationarity of banks’ behavior to occur. 
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The following example illustrates the claims of Theorems 2 and 4. 

Example 4.1. 

Let D, = + D’, D,= = Dy), D°=1, B =1.1. Let us also assume that the price function is 

90 
D+1 
  P(D) = 

The central equilibrium local strategies are 

~,_ § (LI*'+1 d »,_ 19 C.ttt+1 

PP=Tr (Lye 1 OS 00 y+ I 

As predicted by Theorem 2, 7,' < p,' for every t, and as predicted by Theorem 4, 

19 
pia 8 and pia as t— oo. 

20 

5. Proof of Theorem 1 

For the proof we need a precise definition of expected payoffs from the subgame I'(¢, B'D°). 

An expected payoff to bank i from the subgame I(t, B‘D°) under 5° is defined analogously to (2.3) 

by 
oo t-l oo rl 

(5.1) H'(b')) = 2(1 — pi) D:P(B "DI Lpr'Pat + LPi(l — p;)D:P(B* DiI Lpr'Pa" 
T= =¢t t= =¢t 

for all ¢=0, 1,.... 

We may use the following form of the payoff function 

(5.2) Hi(b'!) = (1 — pi) DiP(B'D*) + pil — p)D:P(B* Di) + pr'po'Hit* (6'*"), 

which comes from 

Hib!) = (1 — pi)DiP(B‘D*) + pil — p)D:P(B'* Di) 

+p S 0 -pnDeg Dy, Th mtat+ EF pect —pD.P—rD) TH pia | 

5.1. The Necessary Conditions for a Subgame Perfect Equilibrium with the Time Continuation 

Property 

In this section, we prove that any subgame perfect equilibrium with the time continuation 

property must be either central, or alternating, or mutating given by Theorem 1. 
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We first prove that if in a subgame perfect equilibrium of I"(¢, B‘D°) for some t< —1 a local 

strategy combination (0, 1) is played in period => 0, then the same local strategy combination is 

played in period m— 1. 

Lemma 1. Let ¢ and m be integers with t<—1 and m2>0, and let b'=(4,', 

= ((p1', pitt !, ...), (Pa', Pat '...)) be a subgame perfect equilibrium for the game I(t, B'D°). Then if 

(p:", P;") = (0, 1), then (pi! pin ') = (0, 1). 

By applying Lemma | repeatedly to m— 1, ..., 1, 0, the local strategy combination (0, 1) is played 

in every period from t= — 1 until t= m. Thus if a local strategy combination (0, 1) is played in 

some period m2>0, then the subgame perfect equilibrium 6’ for a retrospective extension 

I(t, B'D°) of T'(0, D®) gives a realization probability 0 to the game I"(0, D°). It means that 5° induced 

by 5' does not satisfy the time continuation property. 

Proof of Lemma |. Without loss of generality we set i= 1 and j= 2. Thus the expected payoffs 

to banks 1 and 2 from the subgame I"(m, 6”D°) under bt are 

Him((ar™, at *!, ...), (Ba, Pat *!, ...)) = DyP(B™D®) 

(5.3) and 

Hy"((f", Pr" *!, ...), (Ba, Pa *!, ...)) = DaP(B™ * Da), 

respectively. 

Consider the subgame I"(m-— 1, B”-'D°). In this game, we assume that the banks play 

b" = (b,", &:”) after period m, and then consider optimal behavior of the banks in period m-— 1. 

Thus we have one period game of period m— 1, whose payoffs are given in the following table. 
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Table 3. 

  

  

  

  

2 
J w 

1 

D,P(b"-'D® D,P(br~'D® 
S 

DsP(B"-'D°) | DaP(BrD;) 

DiP(B"D,) D,P(nD") 
Ww 

DzP(B-'D! DaP(Bn* 'Ds)         
If the strategy combination b™-! = ((p,"-!, by"), (m™~-!, &”)) is a Nash equilibrium for the sub- 

game [(m-— 1, 8"-'D°), then the strategies p,"-'! and »”~-' constitute a Nash equilibrium of the 

game discribed by Table 3. We can calculate that the game of Table 3 has the unique Nash equi- 

librium (p:"-!, m7) = (0, 1). // 

We look for necessary conditions for a behavior strategy combination to be a subgame perfect 

equilibrium with the time continuation property. Consider a subgame perfect equilibrium D’ sat- 

isfying the time continuation property. By definition, b° induces a Nash equilibrium on every 

subgame of I'(0,D°). Take subgames I(t, B‘D°) and T(t + 1, B'+!D°) for any ¢=0, 1, .... We want 

to find a relation between the equilibrium local strategy combination p* and b‘*+!. When d'*! is 

fixed, the payoffs from the subgame I(t, B'D°) depend only on the local strategies in period ¢, and 

are shown in the following table. 

Table 4. 

  

  

D,P(B'D") D,P(B'D")   

D2P(B'D") D,P(BY*"D2) | 
      D,P(B'*!D)) Hytt+}(bt*}) 

D,P(B'D*) - (ii) > Hy'+ (bt +!)           
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If the strategy combination bt = ((p,', p,'t!), (p2', Pa!) 1s a Nash equilibrium of the subgame 

T(t, B'D°), then the strategies p,' and p,' constitute a Nash equilibrium of the matrix game M(t) 

discribed by Table 4. 

We look for all possible equilibria in the matrix game M(t). We have to consider the following 

seven cases. The classification is made by comparing (1) payoffs for bank 1 in the second column 

and (ii) payoffs for bank 2 in the lowest row. 

1° D,P(BtD®) > H+ (bt!) and D,P(BtD®) < Hjt+!(bt+!). There exists only one equilibrium 

pi =Oandp,t=1 in the game M(t). The equilibrium payoffs from the game I(t, B*D®°) are 

H(b") = D,P(B'D®) and H;'(b}) = D,P(B'*'D)). 

2° D,P(B'D®) > Ay't+(b'+!) and D,P(BtD®) > H,'+'(bt+'). There exist three equilibria in the game 

M(t). Two of them coincide with the equilibria of 1°, and the third one is a mixed strategy equi- 

librium given by 

54 ___DP(Bt* 1D) — D,PBID 
(5.4) Pi = D,P(B'*'D,) — Hjt* (t+!) 
  for ij = 1,2 (i#/). 

The equilibrium payoff to bank i from the game I(t, B'D°) when the mixed strategies are played is 

H:(b') = D,P(B'D?). 

3° D,P(B'D®) > H,'+!(bt+!) and D,P(B'D®) = H,'+!(bt+!). There exist two types of equilibria in 

the game M(t): 

(1) P\' = Oand p,' = 1; 
D,P(B'*!D,) — DiP(B'D*) 
D,P(B'+'D;) _ H,'+ bet 1) ]. 
  (it) Pi’ = 1 and p,‘e[0, 

The equilibnum payoffs from the game I(t, B‘D°) are, respectively, 

(i) H,(b)) = D,P(B'D®) and Hy'(b!) = D,P(B'* 'D,); 

(it) Hy'(b') = (1 — Pa')DiP(B'* Ds) + piti'*'(b'*!) and Hy'(b') = DzP(B'D"). 
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4° If D,P(p'D®) = H,'+!(b'+!) and D,P(B'D°) > H,'*'(b'+!). There exist two types of equilibria 

in the game M(t): 

  

(1) Pi = | and p,' = 0, 

.. D,P(B'*+ Di) — D2P(B'D®) an 
(1!) Py e[0, D2P(Bt*'D,) _ Hyt*1(b'*!) J and pp =1. 

The equilibrium payoffs from the game I(t, B‘D®°) are, respectively, 

(i) H,'(b') = D,P(Bt*+'D,) and H,'(6') = D,P(p'D®); 

(ii) H,'(b‘) = D,P(B'D®) and H2'(b‘) = (1 — pi‘)D2P(Btt 'D2) + pithy'* (t+). 

S° DiP(B'D®) < Hit+'(b'+!) and D,P(B‘D®) = H,'*'(btt+!). There exists only one type of equilibria 

in the game M(t), namely 

pi = | and p;e[0, 1]. 

The equilibrium payoffs from the game I(t, B'D°) are H,'(6') = (1 — p,")D:P(B'+'D,) + ptHit* (btt!) 

and H,(b)) = D,P(B'D'). 

6° If DP(B'D®?) = Ai'*!(b'+) and D,P(B'D°) = H,t+!(b'+!). There exist two types of equilibria: 

(i) Pite(0, 1] and pt = 1, 

(ii) pit = land pte[0, 1]. 

The equilibrium payoffs from the game I(t, B'D°) are, respectively, 

(1) Hy'(b') = D,P(B'D®) and H2'(b‘) = (1 — py')D2P(B'* !D2) + pr‘D2P(B'D); 

(i1) Hy'(b') = (1 — p2)DiP(B'* Dy) + pr'Di P(B'D®) and Hy'(b‘) = D2P(B'D"). 

7° D,P(B'D®) < H,'+'(b'+!) and D,P(B‘D®) < H,'+'(bt+!). There exists only one equilibrium 

pi! = 1 and p,' = 1 in the game M(t). 

The equilibrium payoffs from the game I(¢,f'D°) are H,(b)=A,'t'(bt+!) and 

Hy'(b!) = H,'* (b'*}), 
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From the conclusions following Lemma 1, we know that the pairs (0, 1) and (1, 0) cannot be 

local strategies of any subgame perfect equilibrium with the time continuation property for the 

game I(0, D°). Thus, we can immediately exclude 1° as impossible. By the same argument, we 

can also exclude equilibrium (1) in 3° and 4°. 

We observe also that 5°, and 6° cannot take place for any t. This is because in any of the 

above cases the equilibrium payoffs H,'(b, H2'(b') do not satisfy the conditions 5°, and 6°. 

We show that 7° is not possible, either. Observe that if the payoffs Hy't!(5'+!), Ay't+ (ott!) 

satisfy one of the conditions 19 — 6°, then the equilibrium payoffs H,'(5'), H'(b‘) do not satisfy the 

conditions 7°. Thus, if the equilibrium payoffs H,'(b‘), H2'(b‘) would satisfy assumptions of 7°, 

then the payoffs H,'+'(6'+!), H2't!(6'+!) could only satisfy the assumptions of 79. By induction, 

the payoffs H,"(b"), H2"(b") for all t > ¢ could only satisfy the assumptions of 79. But then, the 

players would play an equilibrium local strategy combination (1, 1) from the time ¢ on, and it would 

hold that H,'(‘) = H,7(b") and H,'(b') = H,"(b") for any t(t > ft). However, the strategy combina- 

tion b'=((1, 1,...), (1, 1,...)) is not a Nash equilibrium for the game I(t, B'D®), because for rt suf- 

ficiently big D,P(B'+!D,) < D,P(B'D®), and because H,'(b‘) = Hi"(b") < D,P(B™*'D)), it is better for 

the player | to sell in period ¢t instead of waiting. 

Summarizing, the local strategy combinations which could occur in any subgame perfect 

equilibrium must satisfy: 29, 3° (ii), or 4° (ii). 

Observe the following regularities. If the payoffs H,'+!(b'+!), Hj'+1(b'+!) satisfy conditions 

4°, then the payoffs H,'(5‘), H2'(b') satisfy the conditions 

D,P(B'+!D,) — D,P(Bt- !D°) D,P(B'*'D2) — D2P(B'D®) 
D,P(B'*'D2) — Hy* '(bt*!) ’ D,P(B'* D2) — Hy'+ (t+) > and 
  2° when pri'e( 

D,P(B**'! D2) — D,P(Bt-'D°) 

D,P(Bt*'D2) — H,t+ \(b'+!) * 
  3° when p = 

If the payoffs Hyt* (b+), H,'+(b'+!) satisfy conditions 3°, then the equilibrium payoffs 

H,(69, H2'(b‘) satisfy the conditions 
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D,P(Bt+'!D,) — D\P(Bt-!D®) D,P(B'*!D,) — DiP(BID®) 
d 

D,P(B'*'D,) _- Hyt* (bt +b) ; D,P(B'*'D,) _ Hyt* (bt) » an 
  2° when p,fe( 

D,P(p'+!D,) _ D,P(Bt-'!D°) 

D,P(B'*' Dy) _— Hyt*\(bt*!) . 
  3° when p! = 

If the payoffs H,'+'(b't+'), H2t+'(bt+!) satisfy conditions 2°, then the equilibrium payoffs 

H,"(6., Hy'(b’) satisfy the conditions 2° as well. 

Therefore we can identify exactly three types of candidates for a subgame perfect equilibria of 

the game I"(0, D®) satisfying the time continuation property. The first type of candidates are strat- 

egy combinations which in all games I(t, B'D°) give the payoffs satisfying the conditions 2°. There 

is only one such strategy combination and it coincides with the central equilibrium given by (3.3). 

The second type of candidates are strategy combinations which in the game I(t, 6*D®) give the 

payoffs satisfying the assumptions of 3° when ¢ is even (odd), and the assumptions of 4° when ¢ is 

odd (even). There are two such strategy combinations and they coincide with alternating equilibria 

given by (3.4) and (3.5). The third type of candidates are strategy combinations which in the game 

T(t, B'D°) give the payoffs satisfying the assumptions of 2° for all ¢ smaller than or equal to 

t+2(r > -—2), and the assumptions of 3° for ¢>1-+ 2 and ¢t even (odd), and the assumptions of 

4° for t>1+2 and t odd (even). This set of strategy combinations coincides with the set of 

mutating equilibria given by Theorem 1. 

Thus we showed that any subgame perfect equilibrium of the game I"(0, D°) satisfying the time 

continuation property must be central, alternating or mutating. 

5.2. The Sufficient Conditions for a Subgame Perfect Equilibrium with the Time Continuation 

Property 

It remains to show that the strategy combinations called central, alternating and mutating are 

indeed the subgame perfect equilibria with the time continuation property. First, we prove the 

following lemmas. 

Lemma 2. For any t and any 5;eB;' it holds 

Ay(by, ,) _ D,P(B'D") = [H+ 1( p+ I bt 2) _— D;P(B**}D°)] [1 ptb for all t>¢. 

k=t 
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Proof. From (5.2) and (3.3), we have 

Hi(bt, 6) — DP(B'D) = (1— p)DP(BD) + pi — B)D.P(Bt'D) 

+ pip Hitt (bt*!, bt+) _ D:P(B'D°) 

= pip Hit+(bt*), bt+}) — pip;'D;P(Bt* !D°) 

+ pi'p;'D:P(B'* !D°) — p'D°P(B'D") + pi'D,P(B'* 'Di) — pi'p'DiP(B'* Di) 

= [ Hebe}, b+) _ D°P(B'*!D°) [pp — ptD°P(B'D°) — pitp;t* [D:P(Bt+ 'D)) _ D°P(pt+ 1D] 

+ pi'DiP(B'* Di) 

= [Ht (bt), bt +} _ D,P(B*'D°) ]pitp* — pD°P(B'D°) 

__P(B'*'D) — P(B'D®) — Pp; P(Bt*'D) — P(Bt+'!D°) 
  [DiP(B'*'D,) — D°P(B'*'D")] + piD.P(B'*'D) 

= [H+ (b+, 5+) — DPB 1D) phy, 

1.e., Lemma 2 is true fort =¢. Repeating similar argument, we obtain the claim of Lemma 2. // 

Lemma 3. For any ¢, any b' and t > ¢, it holds 

1) [Hi (br) — DP(B'D)] TT pitprt + 0 as +> 00; 
k=t 

2) [Hi (bt!) — D,P(B'D)][ Lpitpat 2 0 as t > co. 
k=¢t 

Proof. The expected payoff to bank i from the game I(t + 1, B*+'!D*) cannot be higher than the 

payoff when bank j sells in period t + 1 and bank i waits in period t + 1 and sells in period rt + 2, 

ie., Hitt (b+!) < D,P(Bt+?D) for + =0,1,.... By (2.1) P(B+?D,) ~ 0 as t > co. Thus, since the 

payoff to bank i is nonnegative, we have H;*+!(b'*+!) + 0 as t + co. Because i Pikp* < 1 for any 
k=t 

t>t, and, by (2.1) P(Bt+!D®°) - 0 and P(B*D°) > 0 as t > co, we have the claim of Lemma 3. // 
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Here, we prove that the behavior strategy combination b° called central is a subgame perfect 

equilibrium of the game I"(0, D®) with the time continuation property. From Lemma 2 and Lemma 

3 we have that for every ¢ 

(5.5) Hi'(b}, b)') = D,P(B'D") for any bite By. 

By (5.5) H,(69 = D,P(B'D), thus 

Hit(5;', é,') < Hy(by, b,') for every t and any b;eB;, 

i.e., bank i has no incentives to deviate from its strategy by for every t. Thus the strategy combi- 

nation 6° called central induces a Nash equilibrium on every subgame of the game [(0, D®), ie., be 

is a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game I"(0, D®). 

The central equilibrium é° satisfies the time continuation property, because for every t< —1 

the strategy combination bis a subgame perfect equilibrium of the retrospective extension 

I(t, BD°) of the game I"(0, D®) and the realization probability pes of the game I(0, D°) is pos- 

itive. 

The following lemma will be used to prove that the behavior strategy combination b° called 

alternating is a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game I°(0, D°). 

Lemma 4. For any b;e8; it holds 

1) for even t 

[Hit (br*!, B+!) — DPB DIT pb 
7/2 2s —2 

+ > [D,P(B%*-'!D°) — D.P(B*~2D°)](1 — p2*-") TT pita 
s=(¢+2)/2 k=t 

forr=t+2,¢+4.,..., 

H'(bi', bj!) — D,P(B'D®) = 
[H,'* 1(bt+ 1 b+ 1) —_ D,P(pt+ 1D] [1 pkBe 

k=t 
(t- 1)/2 2s 

+ & [DP(B**'DY — D.PB*DY\(1— p+) TB 
s=t/2 k=t   fort=t+1,¢+3,...; 
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2) for odd t 

[Ht (b7*), by) — DPD] TI ph 'p;* 

7/2 

+ 2 [D:P(B*- D9) — DPB ?D°)\(1 — pt- TT p; 
s=(t+1)/2 

forr=t+1,¢(+3,...,? 

Hy bi, b) — D:P(Bt- 1P)°) = 

[Ast (br), bt 1) _ DP(pD)]T 1p pit 

(r— 1)/2 

+S” PED — DPE*DYIA pe) TLD 
s=(t—1)/2 

fort =t+2,(+4,....   
Proof. 1) Let t be even. From (5.2) and (3.4), we have 

H'(b;', b,') —_ D,P(B'D®) _ dl — pi')D:P(B'D®) + pitptHitt bt}, b+) — D,P(B'D) 

= [Hit (b+ I bjt 1) — D:P(B'D") |piPy. 

Conducting further substitution by using (5.2) and (3.5) for t+ 1, we have 

H,(bi, b) — D,P(B'D) = 
[a — p:*!)D,P(Bt+ !D°) + pit (1 — p;*')D,P(Btt?D)) + pitt ptt Hitt 2(bjt+2, bt +2) _ D;P(B'D) |p:'p; 

— Hyt+%(bt+2, bt *2)ptaipt+ ptt! _ D,P(B'*+?D)pip;'p:' * \p;t* ! + D:P(Bt*?D®)p,tp;tp;t * !pjt*! 

+ D,P(Bt*'D°)pip(1 — pitt!) + D,P(Bt*?Di)pitpptt (1. — ptt") — DiP(B'D) pip; 

_ [Hi 2(b,t+2, b+ 2) D,P(B'* 2D") |p:p;tp* lott! + D,P(B* D)p,tp"(1 — pitt) 

— [D,P(B'+?D)) — D,P(B'*?D°) ppp * p+! + DiP(B'**Di)pip'pi*! — DiP(B'D?)pip;' 

= [ Hit 2(b +2, bt+2) _ D;P(B** 2D") |p'p;'pit* 'p'*! + D,P(Bt+ !D°)ptp;(1 — pitt) 

~ P(B'*?Di) — P(B'D?) —_ . t+2/F))— J). t+27)0) py tntyt+ t 
LDP(B Di) D:P(B * D )Ipitp;‘pi * P(B'*?D)) _ P(B'*?D°) 

+ D,P(B'+?D,)p,tptpt +! — D;P(B'D°)pitp;" 

t—1 

22 We use the convention |] pi*p;* = 1. 
k=t 
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= [ Hit+ (bi +2, b,t+2) _ D;P(B'*2D") |p'p'pi* py! + D:P(B'* 'D)pitp;(1 — ptt") 

+ D,P(B'D)pi'p'pi +! — D:P(B'D)pi'p;' 

= [Hitt 2(be*?, bt +2) _ D,P(B'* 2D") |pp'pit* pt! + [D,P(Bt*!D®) — D,P(B'D°) ]p:'p;'( — pit), 

i.e., Lemma 4.1) is true fort =¢+ 1. 

Using (5.2) and (3.4) for t+ 2, we obtain 

H(i, b,') — D,P(B'D®) = [Hitt (ie *3, bt*3) _— D:P(B'*2D°) |piBy'pit* |p * "pit + 2p) *? 

+ [D,P(B'*!D") — DPB'D pb — pi), 

i.e., Lemma 4.1) is true for r = ¢+ 2. Repeating similar calculations, we obtain the claim of Lemma 

4.1). 

2) Analogously, we obtain the claim of Lemma 4.2). —_// 

Here we prove that the behavior strategy combination b° called alternating is a subgame perfect 

equilibrium of the game I"(0, D°) with the time continuation property. For a complete proof it is 

necessary to show that banks 1 and j do not have any incentives to deviate from their strategies in 

bt = (bi, b,') fort=0, 1, .... Since the proof for the bank j goes allong the same lines, we show only 

that bank 1 does not have any incentives to deviate from its strategy byt fort=0,1,.... 

Since p*-! = 1 for s= 1, 2, ... , it follows from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 that for even t, 

(5.6) Hy(b)) = D,P(B'D"), 

and for odd t, 

(5.7) H(b') = D,P(Bt-'D). 
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From Lemma 4.1) we have that for even ¢ and any 5eB;' 

Hi(b, 8) — D.P(B'D) < [Hi (b+, b+) — D:P(Bt* ‘DIT pips fort = t+ 1, t+ 3,0. 

Using Lemma 3.2) we obtain 

H;'(b;, ,') — D,P(B'D.)<0 for even t and any be Bj. 

Applying (5.6) we have 

Hyt( bi, b,') < Hb!) for even t and any 5;eB;, 

i.e., bank i has no incentives to deviate from its strategy bj! for every even t. 

In the same way, we prove that bank i has no incentives to deviate from its strategy by for every 

odd t. From Lemma 4.2) we have that for odd ¢ and any b;eB;' 

Hi(bs, b) — D,P(B*-'D®) < [Hitt (61, B+) — DP DIT ptpk fortaet+1,t+3,... 
=t 

Using Lemma 3.2) we obtain 

H:(bi, bj) — D,P(Bt-"D°) <0 for odd t and any beBy. 

Applying (5.7) we have 

Hit(by, b,') < H(b) for odd t and any b;'eB;', 

i.e., bank i has no incentives to deviate from its strategy 5;' for every odd t. Thus the strategy 

combination 6° called alternating induces a Nash equilibrium on every subgame of the game 

T(0, D°), ie., bisa subgame perfect equilibrium of the game I"(0, D®). 

The alternating equilibrium b° satisfies the time continuation property, because for every 

t<—1 the strategy combination bisa subgame perfect equilibrium of the retrospective extension 

I(t, BD®) of the game I"(0, D®) and the realization probability Pape of the game I"(0, D°) is pos- 

itive. 

Now, we prove that a strategy combination 5° called mutating is a subgame perfect equilibrium 

of the game I"(0, D°). By definition of 5°, b'= bt for t=r+ 3, +4, .... Since the alternating 

equilibrium b° is subgame perfect, the mutating equilibrium 6° induces a Nash equilibrium on the 
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subgames I(t + 3, B+3D°), (7 + 4, Bt*4D*), .... It remains to consider the subgames 

10, D), Td, BD, ..., P(r + 2, Bt 2D). 

First, we consider the subgames I(r + 1, B'*+!D°) and I(r + 2, Bt+?D°). Since the local strategies 

of banks in periods t + | and t + 2 are asymmetric, we have to look at the incentives of each bank 

to deviate separately. 

Consider the payoffs to bank i from the game I(t +2, Bt+?D°). From (5.2) we have 

Hy*2(b*2, Bt?) = (1 — pitt?)D,P(Bt*2D®) + p21 — Bt2)DP(BD) + pi Br 2A (be+3, Be), 

Because H,**3(5,'+3, b+ 3) = Att 3b, bt 3) for all 67*+%eB;7*3, thus using (3.7) we have 

He+9(b+2) = (1 — By'**)D,P(Bt*3D) + By (5). 
Since also H;*+3(5;7*3, br N< H3-3(b"*3) for all 57+ B;+3, we have 

Hy*(bt*2, Bt*2) < (1 — pt*2)D,P(B* 2D) + pit*(1 — By )D:P(B™ 3D) + pi 22H (63) 

= D,P(Bt*?D») + p+? — D,P(Bt*2D°) + D;P(Bt* 3D) — B+ *(DiP(B* 3D) — Hi*(b")]. 

The term in the last square bracket is positive, because H,"+ 3(pt+ 3) = D,P(Bt*3D°) by (5.6) for 

t + 3, and p,**? is given by (3.7). Thus 

Hy*?(b*2, 52) < D,P(Btt2D®) + 1 x [ — D,P(B*2D°) + D,P(B'* 3D) — B*>(D,P(B 3D) — Hi*3(b))] 

= (1 — B*2)D.P(B 3D) + Birt 2H (br+3), 

Therefore 

Hyt*2(bz+2, byt*?) << Hyt*2(b*+2) for all b+ ?eBi*?, 

1.e., bank 1 has no incentives to deviate from its strategy b+? in the game I(r + 2, B+ ?D°), 

Now, consider the payoff to bank j from the game I(t + 2, 6*+?D°). From (5.2) and (3.7) we 

have 

Hyr*3(b +2, Bt*2) = (1 — p*?)D,P(Bt+2D%) + py 2Hy* (3, b+). 
Because H,'+ 3(B +3, bjt*3) = Hyt* (B43, 6;'+ 3) for all 57+3eB,*+3, thus using (3.7) we have 

Hy*?(5*2) = (1 — B-?)D,P(Bt*2D9) + Bt 2Hy* (59). 
Substituting H+ 3(bt+ 3) = D,P(Bt+?D°) which follows from (5.7) for t + 3, we obtain 

Hy*(b"*2) = DjP(B'*2D%). 
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Since also H,*+ 3(br+3, bt Ay< Hy 3(b*3) for all b*+3eB,**+3, we have 

Hy 7(B+2, Be) < (1 — pi )D,P(BT 2D?) + py 7H,"* (9) = D,P(B 2D"). 
Therefore 

Hy 2(B5*2, byt*2) < Hy?) for all br+7eBy*?, 

i.e., bank j has no incentives to deviate from its strategy 5+? in the game I(t + 2, B'+?D%). 

Consider the payoff to bank 1 from the game I(r + 1, B*+'!D°). From (5.2) we have that for 

any 6*'eB7*} 

Hye '(be*!, Bre!) = (1 = pr DPB D9) + pt (1 — Be DPB AD) + prt Br Ht Abe*2, 5?) 
Because H,**+2(bt+2) = (1 — p+ 2)D,P(B'*3D,) + Dj'*2D,P(B"+ 3D), thus 

Hy *(b"*) = (1 — prt )DP(B™* D9) + Bi (1 — By )DiP(B* 2D) + Bre tp 1H 2(5"*?) 

= (1 — ptt ")D,P(Btt 1D) + prt (1 — Bt )DP(Bt2D)) 

+ pit B+ '[D,P(Bt* 3D,) — B+ (D,P(Bt* 3D;) — D;P(Bt+3D°))] 

= (1— Br )D,P(B D8) + Br D,P(6?D) 
— Bir* By [D\P(B™ 2D) — D.P(B™*D) + By*{DiP (BD) — DiP(B™D9). 

Substituting (3.6) we obtain 

H+ ("+ }) = D,P(Bt*'D°). 

Since also H,** 7(6,"*?, Bjt* 2) << Hi**(b* 7) for all 5, 'eBi'*', we have 

Ayt+ 2(Djt* 2 bjt ty < (1 — Di'* 1) D;P(Bt* 1D°) + pitt ‘dd —_ Dt ')D,P( ptt 2D)) + pitt Ip,tt VER t+ 2(br+ ) 

= (1 — pitt ')D,P(Brt 1—)°) + pitt “1 —_ D;* 1')D,P(Bt* 2D) 

+ Dit* Ipjt* I[D,P(pr* 3D) — Dj 2(D,P(B** 3D) — D,;P(B"* 3D°))] 

= (1 — pt*)D,P(Bt* 'D®) + ptt '!D,P(Bt* 2D, 

— pitt ijt 1 D,P(Bt+ 2D) — D;P(B** 3D) + Dt 2(_D;P(Btt 3D) — D;P(Btt 3D°))]. 

Substituting (3.6) into the last expression we obtain 

Het (b+), b+ 1) < D,P(Bt*'D®) for all t+ 'eBrt!, 
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Thus 

Het '(be+}, b+?) < H+ \(bF+ 1) for all btte B+}, 

i.e., bank i has no incentives to deviate from its strategy },t*! in the game [” (c+ 1, Brt'D®). 

Now, consider the payoff to bank j from the game I(t + 1, B**+!D°). From (5.2) we have 

Hy (Be, Bf!) = (1 pt )D,P(B DY) + py '(1 — Bit )D,PBMD) 
+ Bit ptt Hy 2(b +2, bt), 

Because H,'+?('+?) = D,P(B'+2D°), thus 

Hy* (6% ') = (1 — B* )D)P(Br* D®) + Bt 1 — Bit )D)P(B* 2D) + Bit Bi !DjP(Br* 2D) 

= D,P(Br*'D°) — p** [D,P(Br* 'D°) — Di P(Br*?D)) + pi* (DjP(B'* 2D,) — DiP(B**?2D°))]. 

Substituting (3.6) we obtain 

Hy* (5!) = D)P(Bt*!D%). 

Since also H,*+ b+ 2, brtA< H+ (bt 2) for all 5+ 'eB+!, we have 

Hy (+1, Bt!) < (1 — pit )D,P(Bt ID) + pi (1 — Br )D,P(B*2D,) + it py 1H,*2(b"*?) 

S (1 — pt !)DjP(Br* DD!) + pit "(1 — pit !)D)P(BT* 7D) + pi 'pj* 'DjP(BT* 7D") 

= D,P(Bt*'D°) — p**'[D,P(Br*'D°) — DP(Br*?D)) + pit* (D,P(B"*?D,) — D;P(B"*?D°))]. 

Substituting (3.6) into the last expression we obtain 

Hy br), b+") < D,P(BttD°) for all bt eB, 

Thus 

Hy (i, 6) < Hy (5) for all eB}, 

i.e., bank j has no incentives to deviate from its strategy },*+! in the game T(t +1, Btt'D%). 

Consider the payoff to bank i=1, 2 from the game I(t, B'D°) for t=0,1,...,7. By definition 

of b° = ((p,°, By, ...),(°, Be, -..)), Bi = pit for t=0, 1, ..., 7. It follows from Lemma 2 that 

Hi(b!, 5!) ~ DP(B'D9) = [H+ 1(br*, Be*!) — DPB DTT PAB. 
Because H,'+ 1(b'+ ') — D;P(B*+ 'D®) = 0, thus ~ 

Hi(b) = D;P(B'D"). 

Since H;*'(57+!, br 1) < H+ (b+!) for all b+ 'eB,'*!, we also have 

Hi'(bi, 6) — D.P(B'D) <0 for t=0, 1, ..., 7 and for all be By. 

Thus we obtain 
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Hib}, 6) < Hb) for t=0, 1, ..., 7 and for all be By, 

i.e., bank i has no incentives to deviate from its strategy 6,‘ in the game I(t, B'D®) for t= 0, 1, ..., t. 

Therefore the strategy combination 6° called mutating induces a Nash equilibrium on every 

subgame of the game I"(0, D®), i.e., 6° is a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game I"(0, D°). 

A mutating equilibrium b° satisfies the time continuation property, because for every t< —1 

the strategy combination 6' is a subgame perfect equilibrium of the retrospective extension 

I(t, BD°) of the game I"(0, D®) and the realization probability La Be of the game I°(0, D°) is pos- 

itive. // 

6. Conclusions 

In this chapter, we consider the problem of debt overhang, formulating the problem as an 

infinite horizon game with two banks as players. We find that there exist three types of subgame 

perfect equilibria with the time continuation property which are called central, alternating and 

mutating, respectively (Theorem 1). However, the strategies of banks in every equilibrium do not 

differ much from the strategies of the unique central equilibrium. Therefore the average attainable 

payoffs are almost uniquely determined. 

Our game constitutes a dynamic version of the one-shot game of lender banks given in Chapter 

II. In Chapter II, we focused on the behavior of a large number of banks in a short period. Since 

the underlying story is dynamic, an important extension of the previous analysis is a direct dynamic 

approach to the banks’ behavior. Sacrificing the insight into the behavior of a large number of 

banks obtained in Chapter II, we investigate the long-run behavior of banks in the presence of the 

secondary market for debts. 

The central equilibrium gives the local equilibrium strategies in each period which coincide 

with the equilibrium of the one-period game of Chapter II. This link between the two formulations 

allows us to use the one-period approach without losing the dynamic nature of the problem, ie., 

we obtain a decomposition property of our dynamic game into the one-period games. Both ap- 
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proaches are complementary in that the one-period model is static but enables us to discuss the 

effects of a large number of banks, and the dynamic model helps us to understand the long-run 

behavior of banks but it is too complex to consider the behavior of many banks. 

The Folk theorem does not hold for our repeated game, since a deviation of one bank causes 

its exit from the game and takes away a possibility of punishment by the other bank. In each 

equilibrium of the dynamic game, the average attainable payoff is almost uniquely determined on 

the contrary to the Folk Theorem. 

In every equilibrium each bank waits in every period with a relatively high probability, and 

when the interest factor is close to 1, the probability of waiting is close to 1, as well (Theorem 3). 

We also show that when the price function is approximated by some homogeneous function for the 

large values of debt, the probability of a bank waiting in period ¢ becomes almost constant as ¢ in- 

creases (Theorem 4). The constant is close to 1 as long as the interest factor is relatively low. It 

suggests that the situation of debt overhang may remain unchanged over time. 

In addition, we show that along the central equilibrium path, in every period a bank with a 

higher loan exposure has a higher probability of waiting than the other one (Theorem 2). 
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Chapter IV 

Duration of Debt Overhang with Two Lender Banks 

1. Introduction 

Since 1982 the problem of debt overhang has been present in the financial relations between 

the less developed countries and the foreign commercial banks. The debt overhang is a serious 

problem for the debtor countries as well as for the banks. On one hand, it keeps the debtor country 

in a depressed economic situation and prevents it from growing; and on the other hand, it deteri- 

orates the financial situations of the lender banks. The problem of debt overhang has been ac- 

companied with the secondary market for debts where loan exposures of banks are traded at a 

discounted price. The existence of the secondary market creates a possibility for the debtor country 

to buy back its debts at a discounted price, and it gives an opportunity for the lender banks to sell 

their “bad” loans and recoup at least part of their money. However, it is observed that the debt 

overhang continues to exist even in the presence of the secondary market. 

To understand the problem of debt overhang, in Chapters II and III, we give game theoretical 

models of debt overhang where lender banks are players and decide whether or not to sell their loan 

exposures to the debtor country at the discounted price on the secondary market. These analyses 
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show that there is a great tendency for the present situation of the debt overhang to remain almost 

unchanged. It remains to investigate the duration of the debt overhang, i.e., how long it takes for 

the problem of debt overhang to disappear. The present chapter seeks to answer this question. 

We work on the problem formulated in Chapter III, which is an infinite horizon game with 

two lender banks as players. Since lender banks are very cautious and simultaneously instanteneous 

decision makers, the length of a period of the game should be regarded as short or almost zero. 

To describe this feature of a short period and to consider the effect of the length of a period on the 

duration of debt overhang, we devide each annual period of the game into n subperiods in which 

the decision making takes place. In every subperiod of the game each bank decides either to sell 

its loan exposure to the debtor country at the current secondary market price or to wait and post- 

pone this decision to the next subperiod. By increasing the number of subperiods n, we capture 

the situation with very short periods of decision making. This treatment of the varying length of 

a period can be done in the framework of Chapter III. 

First, under the assumption of homogeneity of the price function, we show that the equilib- 

rium probability of a bank waiting in every subperiod is close to one when the degree of homoge- 

neity is high. When the degree of homogeneity is low, the equilibrium probability of a bank waiting 

in every subperiod is bounded away from one, but it still remains quite high. 

Next, we focus directly on the duration of debt overhang in equilibrium. We show that if the 

price function is homogeneous, then the expected duration of debt overhang in the central and al- 

ternating equilibria becomes almost constant when the length of a subperiod tends to zero (n tends 

to infinity). In this case, the constant limit duration of debt overhang is the same in both equilibria. 

The constant limit duration of debt overhang is long when the degree of homogeneity of the price 

function is high. When the degree of homogeneity is low, the constant is close to ln 2/ In B?, where 

f is the annual interest factor. We interpret these results as a possibility for the debt overhang to 

persist for a long time. 

Finally, we consider the duration of debt overhang in an example with a price function which 

is almost homgeneous for the large values of debt. In the example, the expected equilibrium du- 

ration of debt overhang still remains quite long when the length of a subperiod tends to zero. This 
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may suggest that our conclusions about the long duration of debt overhang could be extended on 

a class of price functions larger than the homogeneous one. 

2. Dynamic Endurance Game and Its Equilibria 

We consider a country who has debt obligations of equal size to two foreign banks. The 

country has been unable to maintain the service payments on the outstanding debts for some pe- 

riods. We assume the existence of the secondary market for debts, where the country is ready to 

buy its debts at the secondary market price. The price of debt on the secondary market is assumed 

to depend on the current total outstanding debts. This price is expressed by the function 

P(D): R, > R, with the property: 

(2.1) P(D) is a decreasing function of the total outstanding debt D and P(D) - 0 as D- c%. 

This P(D) is country-specific and also depends upon the choice of the present period. 

The present period is called 0 and the length of each original period is one year. We devide 

each period into n subperiods of equal length in which decisions of banks are made. In every 

subperiod each bank has two possible choices either to sell its loan exposure or to wait and keep 

it to the next subperiod. Each bank’s pure strategies in every subperiod are s and w, where s de- 

notes selling the loan exposure to the debtor country at the current secondary market price, and w 

denotes waiting and postponing the decision to the next subperiod. 

Each bank discounts the future revenues by the interest rate (r>0). We denote the annual 

interest factor 1+r by B. We assume that 

(2.2) p2<2. 

Since the banks make their decisions in each subperiod, we need the interest factor for a subperiod. 

The interest factor for a subperiod (1 +7,) = 8, must give the accumulated interest from nm subpe- 

riods equal to the annual interest rate, ie., (1+7,)"=1+7, or 
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(2.3) Bn = Birr. 

If bank i= 1,2 keeps its loan exposure D®/2 until subperiod t (¢ > 0), then its exposure increases 

by the accrued interests to B,'D°/2. The total outstanding debt D‘ in subperiod t becomes £,'D°/2 

if the other bank has already sold, or B,'D° otherwise. The secondary market price in subperiod ¢ 

is given as P(D‘). If bank i sells in subperiod ¢, then the present value of repayment is given as 

] 

Br 
  Bx! + D®P(D!) = 4 D°P(D), 

If bank i and the other bank wait in subperiod t, then bank 1 does not get any payoff in this sub- 

period, but it will face the same decision problem in the next subperiod. 

We assume that 

(2.4) after one bank sells its loan exposure, the other bank sells its exposure immediately 

in the next subperiod. 

It is possible that while one bank sells its exposure in some subperiod, the other bank keeps its 

exposure for several subperiods after that. In this case, however, keeping the loan exposure for 

several subperiods is not an optimal behavior. Indeed, if the bank postpones selling its exposure, 

the secondary market price of debt will decrease because of the accrued interest. Suppose bank j 

sells its exposure in subperiod t and bank i does not. Then the secondary market price in subperiod 

t+ 1 is P(B,'*'D°/2), and the present value of loan exposure is > P(B,'*'!D®/2). If bank 1 keeps 

its loan exposure to subperiod t+ 2, then the price falls to P(B,'+?D°/2) and the present value is 

D,P(B,+?D°/2). The optimal behavior of bank i is to sell the exposure in subperiod t+ 1. Thus 

we can assume (2.4) without loss of generality. 

There are two cases in which the game terminates. The first case is that both banks wait until 

subperiod ¢— 1 and both sell in subperiod ¢. The second case is that both banks wait until sub- 

period ¢— | and one bank sells its loan exposure in subperiod ¢, and the other bank waits in sub- 

period ¢ and sells its exposure in subperiod t+ 1. The payoff to bank i=1, 2 in the game 

T,(0, D®) is defined by 
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+ D°P(B,'D°) if both banks wait until subperiod ¢ — | and bank i sells 
in subperiod ¢, 

(2.5) 

> P(B,'*!D9/2) if both banks wait until subperiod t— | and bank j (#1) 
sells in subperiod ¢ and bank / waits in subperiod ¢. 

Our game [,(0, D°) is described in Figure 1. In the game tree, the payoffs to the banks are 

given in three branches. In the first branch both banks sell their exposures in subperiod 0. In the 

second, bank | sells in subperiod | and bank 2 sells in subperiod 2. The third case is that bank 2 

sells its exposure in subperiod 2 and bank | sells its exposure in subperiod 3. 

taQ 

    D;P(D°) 
D;P(D°) 

  

        

(s,w) (w,w)   | 
D,P(BD*) a Bi rapon 
[~ ee 7 

Figure 1. 
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We allow each bank to use behavior strategies. Since each bank’s decision is made in subpe- 

riod t only when both banks have waited until subperiod t by assumption (2.4), a behavior strategy 

of bank i= 1, 2 in the game I,(0, D®) is represented as a sequence 5,° = (p,, p;, ...), where p;‘ is a 

probability of bank i’s waiting in subperiod ¢ (t= 0, 1,...) if both banks keep their loan exposures 

until subperiod t. Denote the set of all behavior strategies of bank i by B®. A behavior strategy 

combination for the game I,(0, D®) is a vector 5° = ()°, by) = ((p1°, pr!, «..), (P22, Pai, «.-)). 

The expected payoff to bank i= 1, 2 for a behavior strategy combination 5° is the sum of 

(i) the expected payoff from selling the exposure in subperiod ¢ (¢ = 0, 1, ...) under the assumption 
t-1 

that the other bank does not sell earlier — = D°P(B,fD°)(1 — pi) TL pkp*; and 
k=0 

(ii) the expected payoff from selling its loan exposure in subperiod ¢+ 1 under the assumption 

t-1 
that the other bank sells in period t¢ — + D,P(B,t+'D {2)p — p;) TL pitp*. 

k=0 

Thus the expected payoff from the game I,(0, D®°) under the strategy combination 5° is given by 

eo t-1 oo t—1 

(2.6) Hab) = ¥ 5 DPB DAL = pT pipt + SF DAP(p'*D°12)pe(1 = pT LPH 
t=0 

We use the convention i pitp* = 1. 

We have described the dynamic endurance game of lender banks I,(0, D°). To investigate the 

decisions of banks in the game I,(0, D®), we adopt the concept of the subgame perfect equilibrium 

of the extensive game (Selten (1975)). To define a subgame perfect equilibrium, we have to con- 

sider subgames of the game I,(0, D°). Here every subtree constitutes a subgame. Thus the sub- 

game which starts at any subperiod ¢ of the game I,(0, D®°) is denoted by T,(t, B‘D°). The strategy 

for the subgame T-,(t, 8,'D°) induced by 5° = (p,°, p;', ...) is a vector obtained by dropping the first ¢ 

entries of the vector 5,, 1.e. 5 = (p;', p;**!, ...). Let By be the set of all induced behavior strategies 

of bank 1 for the subgame I-,(t, B'D®°). 

Denote by H;'(b‘) the expected payoff to bank i from the subgame I,,(¢, 8,'D®°) under the in- 

duced behavior strategy combination bt = (b', b)'). 
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A behavior strategy combination bt = (A, by!) is a Nash equilibrium of the subgame 

T(t, Bn'D°) iff for i= 1, 2, 

(2.7) Hib) > Hi(bt/bs) for all be By, 

where b/d denotes a strategy combination é with the replacement of b by 6,'. A subgame perfect 

equilibrium of the game T,(0,D°) 1s a behavior strategy combination bo = (a9, b,) which induces 

a Nash equilibrium on every subgame of the game I,(0, D°). 

In addition to the subgame perfection, we require the equilibrium to have the time continua- 

tion property. To define the time continuation property, we introduce a retrospective extension 

of the game I[,(0, D°) as a game I ,(¢, B'D°) for t= —1, —2,..., so that the game I,(0, D®) is a sub- 

game of the game I ,(t, 8'D°). A subgame perfect equlibrium b is said to have the time continua- 

tion property iff for any ¢= — 1, —2, ... there is a subgame perfect equilibrium é' in the retrospective 

extension I’,(t, B,'D®) of T,(0, D®°) such that bt induces 5° and the realization probability of the 

subgame I,,(0, D®) is positive. 

The time continuation property states that the present game situation results as a continuation 

of the past history. The game I,(0, D®) is a result of previous decisions of banks. Therefore the 

present game is a subgame of the game of any preceding period. If the realization probability of 

the game I,(0, D®°) is zero in an equilibrium for I(t, 8,'D®°) then the present situation would be 

different from I,(0, D°). However, we assume that the game I,(0, D°) is reached. Therefore it is 

compatible with the consideration of I,(0,D°) to assume that the realization probability is 

positive. 

Technically speaking our game is the same as the game of Chapter III except for the different 

interest factor. Thus applying Theorem 1 of Chapter III to the game I,(0, D®) with interest factor 

B,, we obtain that our game has three types of subgame perfect equilibria satisfying the time con- 

tinuation property: central, alternating, and mutating. In the unique central equilibrium 

23 The time continuation property is a concept independent from the time consistency in the macroeconomic 
literature. The time consistency property is, instead, implied by the subgame perfection. 
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i) = (°, b,?) = ((p,°, D', ...), (2a, Ar! ...)), bank i= 1, 2 waits in every period ¢ (¢=0, l,...) with 

probability 

2.8 en, _PUBat* 'D®/2) — P(Bn'D*) 
(2.8) hi =p P(Bat* 1D9/2) — P(B,t*!D®) °   

There are two alternating equilibria bo = (b,°, b,°) = ((D,°, P', ...), (22°, Pal, ...)) in which banks i 

and j wait with probabilities 

P(Bn'* !D9/2) — P(B,'~'D°) 
  

  

(2.9) PU= PY = “BBs ="D?]2) = P(Ba!* D®) and p;' = 1 if t is even; and 

- ~,_ =, — P(Bnt*'D/2) — P(Ba''D*) 
(2.10) pi =1 and p= p= P(B,t*!D9/2) — P(Bqt* !D®) if t is odd. 

In a mutating equilibrium banks behave initially according to the central equilibrium strategies and 

in some future subperiod their central equilibrium strategies mutate into the alternating equilibrium 

strategies. Since the mutating equilibrium is a combination of the central and the alternating 

equilibria, we focus on the behavior of banks in the central and alternating equilibria. 

In Chapter III, we show under the assumption of continuity of the price function that in every 

equilibrium of the dynamic game the probability of a bank waiting in each subperiod is close to 1 

when the interest factor is low. Here, we look at the changes in the probability of a bank waiting 

when the shape of the price function changes. Throughout Section 3, we assume that 

(2.11) the price function P(-) is homogeneous of degree k, 

i.e., P(A D) = A*P(D), where AeR and k<0. Since the degree of homogeneity k determines the 

shape of the price function, we investigate the changes of the probabilities p‘ and p‘ of bank waiting 

in subperiod ¢ as the degree of homogeneity changes. 

Under the assumption (2.11), the probabilities of a bank waiting in each subperiod ¢ in the 

central and alternating equilibria are independent of ¢, and equal 

‘ P(B,D°/2) — P(D°) (B.D°/2)§—(D°*¥ 1 — (8, /2)-* 
  

    

(2.12) P! = 3GDy2)— PD) ~ (B,D )2*=(BD¥ = 1Ta(jae a 
si) ge x —PUBADI2) - P(DY (6.2D82\'—(D)*— 1 = (8.2/2) 

(2.13) P' = E32) —PB2D) ~ (BAD 2—GeDy¥ ~ 1=(a 
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respectively. We have the following global behavior of the central and alternating equilibrium 

probabilities of waiting in each subperiod. 

Theorem 1. If the price function is homogeneous of degree k < 0, then for every t=0, 1, ..., 

(i) pt>1 and p'>1 as k-» — 00; 

(ii) pt>1—(InB'"/1n 2) and pto1—(Inf"/In2) as k>0. 

Proof. (1) It follows directly from (2.12), (2.13) and the assumption (2.2). 

(it) From (2.12) and (2.13) by the de L’Hospital rule, we have 

  

  

og b= (Bul2# (Bol 2) In(Bol2) (Bf 2) | 
iim p= imap = im (1/2)-*In(1/2). ~—sdIn(1/2) 1 — (In ,/ In 2); and 

wg LH Be B22) In(B 2/2) in(B 2/2) 
imp’ = Pm Trap = PR appindj2) > na/g > 17 eB? In2). 

Using equality (2.3), we obtain claim (ii). // 

Claim (1) of the theorem says that the central and alternating probabilities of a bank waiting in 

each subperiod are close to | as the degree of homogeneity of the price function becomes high. 

Claim (ii) says that when the degree of homogeneity becomes low the probability of a bank waiting 

is Close to 1 — (In f,/ In 2) in the central equilibrium, and is close to 1 — (In £,?/ In 2) in the alter- 

nating equilibrium. Since 1 < 8 < 2!/2, the central equilibrium probability of a bank waiting in each 

subperiod is greater than 1/2. The probability of a bank waiting in each subperiod in the alternating 

equilibrium is greater than 1/2 when the interest factor for a subperiod is smaller than 1.19 (interest 

rate for a subperiod is smaller than 19% ). 

The relatively high probability of a bank waiting in each subperiod in every equilibrium of the 

game I,(0, D°) suggests that the situation of debt overhang may continue to exist for some time. 

In the next section, we estimate the duration of the debt overhang. 
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3. The Duration of Debt Overhang 

We consider the space of events that the problem of debt overhang disappears in subperiod 

t=0,1,.... On this space, we define a random variable Xx, by 

(3.1) X, = + t if the debt overhang disappears in subperiod ¢ = 0, 1, ... in the central equilibrium. 

There are three ways in which the debt overhang disappears in subperiod t in the central equilib- 

rium. First is when both banks wait until subperiod ¢— 1 and both sell their exposures to the 

debtor country in subperiod ¢. Second and third way is when both banks wait until subperiod 

t— 1 and one bank sells its loan exposure to the debtor country in subperiod ¢ — 1 and the other 

bank waits in subperiod ¢ — 1 and sells its loan exposure in subperiod t. That is, 

(3.2) Pr%=+y= (1-p% when t= 0 

t= A A t—2 A A A 

M@yvd -p+ 21 @yYrU-—pt')pt-! when t>1. 
r=0 t= 0 

-l A 

We use the convention that [](p")? = 1. 
r=0 

Since p* is the same for t = 0, 1, ..., it is not difficult to check that x PX, = + j= 1. 
t=0 

Similarly, we define a random variable X, by 

(3.3) X,= a t if the debt overhang disappears in subperiod ¢ = 0, 1, ... in the alternating 

equilibrium. 

There is only one way in which the debt overhang disappears in subperiod t in the alternating 

equilibrium. It happens when both banks wait until subperiod ¢— 1 and the bank who plays a 

mixed local strategy in subperiod ¢— 1 sells its loan exposure to the debtor country in subperiod 

t— 1 and the other bank sells its loan exposure in subperiod ¢. That is, 
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3.4) PAX == when t= 0 
2 

0 

0 

Tia -a'-) when > 1. 

Since p* is the same for t = 0, 1, ..., it is not difficult to check that x Pr{X, = + j=1. 
t=90 

Now we can state the main results of our paper. 

Theorem 2. If the price function is homogeneous of degree k < 0 and the size of a subperiod is 

4 then 

. A Q-k — J . 

(i) E(k) > 5 in B as mo; 

(it) E(X,) 9 2 as M-> oo. 
" — 2(—k) In B 

Theorem 2 says that if the price function is homogeneous of degree k, the expected duration 

of debt overhang in the central and alternating equilibria becomes almost constant when the size 

of a subperiod becomes small. The constant limit expected duration of debt overhang is the same 

peu 2*—] . 
for both equilibria and equals to 2(—bInB’ Denote it by E(X,,). 

Theorem 3. If the price function is homogeneous of degree k < 0, then 

(i) E(X,.) 7 co as K—- —co; 

In 2 
in #3 as k—> 0. (ii) E(x.) >   

The above theorem says that if the price function is homogeneous of degree k < 0, the expected 

duration of debt overhang in the case of short subperiods of decision making by banks becomes 

large when the degree of homogeneity increases and becomes close to In 2/ In 6? when the degree 

of homogeneity decreases. 

Observe that E(X,,) is a decreasing function of k. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 3 and 

the assumption (2.2) that the expected duration of debt overhang in the case of frequent decision 

making by banks is greater than one year. 
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Before proving the above theorems, we first give the following lemma. 

Lemma I. For xe(0, 1), it holds St (x)t-! = Gos (Leja (1979, p. 149)). 
t=1 ” 

Proof of Theorem 2. (i) We have 

A A oo t-1, A t-2 , A A G5) By = Foam +y Ee] Theva - a+ cera -a-ys~ | 

Since p' is the same for t = 0, 1, ..., we may drop the superscript and denote p* = p.. Now, we ob- 

tain 

Bh) = ae SB) AP +2 (GPA) A) = 77 [OP BP + 280 -DI Z(G) 

  

It follows from Lemma 1 for x = (p)?e(0, 1) that x ((p)?)'-) = C-o» or Thus 

ede me. oha ft 1 a 2p E(x) =+ [ora —pe4+260-f)]—L,~ =-1— <P (Xn) = > [@)? (1 — PP + 2p (1 -P)] i-py ~" 1+o" * na-parD 

We take the limit of the last expression when n-— co. Since p> 1 as n> co, we obtain 

(3.6) lim E(X,) = 0 + ——1_ __. 
“ee 2 lim n(1 — p) 

We have the following lemma. 

», _ (—k) InB 
Lemma 2. nl — Pp) 741 as N—- oo. 

Proof. From (2.12) and (2.3), we have 

(Giyt—1 (pny t= 
Ho] a HS le 
  lim n(1—p) = lim n 

Applying the de L’Hospital rule, we obtain 

| , 1 BHM =1/r)(-K) Ing _ (-h Ing 
him nlp) = say im (=I /n8) a     // 

From (3.6) and Lemma 2, we have claim (i) of Theorem 2. 

(ii) We have 

~ 1 0° t-2_ 

(3.7) E(x) =+Lox0¢t Fr lea) 
t=] r= 
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Since pt is the same for t = 0, 1, ..., we may drop the superscript and denote p* = p. Now, we ob- 

tain 

Bk) =a St)" (1-8). 

  

  

    

    

It follows from Lemma | for x = pe(0, 1) that st (p)t-! = (i > . Thus 
t=] _ 

y,_t 1 _> 1 

We have the following lemma. 

~ 2(—k) In B 
Lemma 3. nl —p) 754-1 as Noo. 

Proof. From (2.13) and (2.3), we have 

. ~ _ (prny-* —1 1. (py *—1 
hm nl —p) = masa = pep AB 

Applying the de L’Hospital rule, we obtain 

~  d,  Bn(—1Jrt)(—2K) InB _-2(-# In 
fim n(1 — p) rk] n-00 ( —1/n?) 7 2*—-1 il 

From (3.8) and Lemma 3, we have claim (ii) of Theorem 2. // 

Proof of Theorem 3. By the de L’Hospital rule, we have 

  

  
  

im 2*-] 1 _  (-2*)In2 | 

k--oo 2(-K)InB  2InBrro (-l) ~~ 

Thus we obtain claim (i) of Theorem 3. Similarily, 

fim—2t— ts | 1 3 fo 292 _ in 
ro 2(—k)InB 2inBr-o (1) In f° 

Thus we have claim (ii) of Theorem 3. // 
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4. An Example with a Price Function Homogeneous in the Limit 

A natural step in the investigation of the duration of debt overhang is to consider a larger class 

of price functions. Unfortunately, we did not succeed in obtaining complete results for any other 

class of functions. Instead, we present the duration of debt overhang in an example with a price 

function homogeneous in the limit. 

Example 4.1. Let D9=1 and B = 1.1. Assume that the price function is given by 

90 
D+\1 
  P(D) = 

The central equilibrium strategy of each bank is to wait in subperiod ¢ = 0, 1, ... with proba- 

  

bility 
, 2 (Bunt +1] 
t— _ —— 

(4.1) P ( Bin ) (Bir) + 1° 

The alternating equilibrium strategy of banks i and j is to wait in each subperiod ¢ with prob- 

abilities 

~, > 2 (Bimyti+ ty ; , 
pi=p= Bae —1 (pm? Dp; =1 ‘in every even period; 

(4.2) 

  in every odd period. 
to] ~ 2 ' (Bir)+i +] 

rl, prHp= pn —~ (piryt-' +1 

From (3.2) and (4.1), we calculate the limit expected duration of the debt overhang in the 

central equilibrium when the length of a subperiod tends to zero, 

17 
36 In B 
  E(Xo0) = lim E(X,) = 

For 8B = 1.1, E(X..) = 4.95, ie., the expected duration of the debt overhang in the central equilib- 

rium is close to 5 as the length of a subperiod tends to zero. 

From (3.4) and (4.2), we calculate the limit expected duration of the debt overhang in the al- 

ternating equilibrium when the length of a subperiod tends to zero, 

17 
48 In B’ 
  E(X..) = lim E(X,) = 
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For f = 1.1, E(X..) = 3.72, i.e., the expected duration of the debt overhang in the alternating equi- 

librium is close to 4 as the length of a subperiod tends to zero. 

Now, we can make a comparison between the case of the homogeneous price function and the 

price function which is almost homogeneous for the large values of debt. Observe that for the large 

90 
values of D, the price function P(D) is close to the function F(D) = D° which is homogeneous 

of degree —1. By Theorem 2, for k = —1, we obtain 

y= AX.)=-—t E(X..) = E(X..) 2 inp’ 

which for 8 = 1.1 equals to 5.25. Thus in our example with the approximately homogeneous price 

function, the limit duration of the debt overhang is similar to the limit duration of the debt over- 

hang when the price function is homogeneous. In all presented cases, under often decision making 

by banks, the limit duration of the debt overhang with two banks is quite long. 

5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we investigated the duration of debt overhang using the dynamic framework 

for the banks behavior given in Chapter III. We modified the game of Chapter III to allow the 

banks to make many decisions within the period of one year. We assumed that each annual period 

of the game is devided into n subperiods in which the decision making takes place. The modified 

game has the same types of equilibria as the game of Chapter III. We showed that if the price 

function is homogeneous, then the expected duration of the debt overhang in the central and al- 

ternating equilibria becomes almost constant when the length of a subperiod tends to zero. In this 

case, the constant limit expected duration of debt overhang is the same in each equilibrium. The 

constant limit duration of debt overhang is long when the degree of homogeneity of the price 

function is high. When the degree of homogeneity is low, the constant is close to In 2/ In £2, where 

B is the annual interest factor. We interpreted these results as a possibility for the debt overhang 

to exist for a relatively long time. 
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We attempted to relax the assumption of the homogeneity of the price function, but without 

a major success. Instead, we presented an example of the debt overhang with a price function 

which becomes almost homogeneous for the large values of debt. In the example, the expected 

equilibrium duration of the debt overhang still remains quite long when the banks make the deci- 

sions about selling or waiting frequently. This suggests that our conclusions about the long dura- 

tion of debt overhang could be extended on the cases of the non-homogeneous price functions. 

To make a definite conclusion, however, further research is necessary. 
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